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SEIZE THE POLITICAL 
MOMENT 

What means this phrase, 

two or three or more ways in 
which his resignation can impact 
the world in a most positive man- 
ner! 

Perot has been incorrect in 
his perceptions that the system 
was basically “good”. He is hav- 
ing to face the facts that the “sys- 
tem is basically horrid” and un- 
changeable under ordinary 

Pleare see GRIlZ, page 24 
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/ Will The Real Guyana 
Storv Please Stand Up 

J 

(Editor’s note: On pages 14-l 5 of 
last week’s LIBERATOR, Com- 
mander Hatonn briefly men- 
tioned the shocking story of the 
Jim Jones People’s Temple in 
Guyana in reference to the MK/ 
ULTRA secret government mind 

control program. That mind con- 
trol aspect turns out to be only 
one small facet of the depraved 
planning behind a battle forpo- 
sition with the Russians that 
duped Congressman Leo Ryan 
and 900 men, women and chil- 

dren to sacrificial murder by ele- 
ments of the U.S. and British 
governments. We are here re- 
printing Commander Hatonn’s 
original outlay of the truth of the 
Guyana incident. This is ex- 
tracted from JOURNAL # 14, 
RAPE, RAVAGE, PILLAGE AND 
PLUNDER OF THE PHOENIX, 
VOL. I. pages I28- 14 7. And as 
Commander said, “It is ‘beyond’ 
fascinating reading--it is likely 

the most shocking of all of the 

revelations of cover-up.‘) 

wide. (We shall discuss this at a 
separate writing). These weap- 
ons ranged from mammoth hy- 
drogen bombs ready to destroy 
your largest dams and reservoirs 
down to tiny nuclear devices called 
‘micronukes by the Russians. 

For some time the Russians 
had been detonating micronukes 
in ‘a steady drum beat of explo- 
sions all over America. Still feel 
safe and cozy and unwilling to 
‘rock the boat’? 
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Hatonn present in truth and 
radiance. Good morning. 

Today we shall outline the 
Guyana incident. It is placed 
within this Journal because, on 
the surface of it, it appears to be 
a”religious” incident. It was not1 

In September of 1977 the se- 
cret war took a decisive new turn. 
In the still secret Battle of the 
Harvest Moon in space [see JOUR- 
pAJ #3, pg.37; #15, pg. 1111, 
America’s Secret Rulers lost their 
supposed ace in the hole for the 
coming planned war. In a shock- 
ing upset, Russia knocked out 
America’s secret Moon beam- 
weapons base in Copernicus Cra- 
ter, (oh yes there was one!). Since 
that time Russia had seized the 
dominant position militarily in 
space. Now let’s review a little 
arithmetic-from 1975 or so, to 
1990-hummmmm, about fifteen 
years maybe?- - -what do you 
think they might have been doing 
all this while? . 

We will cover all these sub- 

and they were flocking mostly to 
the United States. They were 
joining the many Bolsheviks al- 
ready in powerful positions in the 
U.S. in a sophisticated new 
Bolshevik revolution. In the pro- 
cess, they were gradually pre- 
empting much of the power that 
was once exercised by their Se- 
cret Allies, the third generation 
Rockefeller brothers. As Bolshe- 
vik power became ever greater 
and greater in the United States, 
the Satanic fruits of that power 
were and are becoming increas- 
ingly visible. 

In April 1978, the lives of over 
one hundred unsuspecting civil- 
ians were deliberately put in great 
danger for the sake of an intelli- 
gence mission. 

jects most carefully but this 
Guyana was set up in a religious 
setting and it fits into this Journal 
without distraction. 

This was the case of Korean 
Airlines Flight 902 which invaded 
supersensitive Russian air space 
and was shot down. There was 
nothing accidental about the Ko- 
rean airliner episode, and the 
threat of death to all the innocent 
passengers was the key ingredi- 
ent in the episode. It would have 
been far easier for the Russian 
fighters to blow the Boeing 707 
out of the air in a ball of flame 
than to force it down with only a 
few casualties, as was done. 

THE REAL’ GUYANA STORY 

In your year 1976 the United 
States and Russia became em- 
broiled in top secret hostilities in 
preparation for World War III/ 
Nuclear WarI. It began in earnest 
during the summer of 1976 when 
the still secret Underwater Mis- 
sile Crisis erupted. It then ex- 
panded into wholesale nuclear 
sabotage of the United States with 
weapons now planted at literally 
thousands of locations nation- 

Prior to this incident there 
were drastic changes taking place 
in the leadership of both Russia 
and the United States. In Russia 
the original ruling factions after 
19 17, the atheistic Bolsheviks, 
had been overthrown after a pro- 
gressive struggle for over six de- 
cades. The Kremlin .was now 
under the absolute control of a 
tough band of native Russians, a 
Christian sect who considered 
the Bolsheviks to be evil incar- 
nate. As a result, the Bolsheviks 
were being expelled from Russia 

As the time passed the Bol- 
shevik grip grew steadily greater 
in its hold on the United States, 
and human life was growing 
cheaper by the day. This time it 
wouldnotbeahundredbutnearly 
a thousand civilian lives, and this 
time it would be that they would 
die because nothing would be left 
to chance. 

The gruesome tragedy at 
Jonestown, Guyana, is only a 
pale shadow of what lies ahead 
for the entire United States if the 
cancer of Bolshevism, along with 
a few other Cartels, isnot stopped. 
Those who are seized by the Bol- 
shevik way of thinking are quite 
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schizophrenic and Satanic and 
unable to tell right from wrong- 
or at least practice in the guise of 
“right”. When these tendencies 
are allowed to go unchecked and 
the Bolsheviks acquire power, the 
consequences for society as a 
whole are tragic indeed. 

Both murderous and suicidal 
actions take place on a scale be- 
yond comprehension. It hap- 
pened seventy-five years ago in 
Russia as the Bolsheviks took 
over there; and now, as the Bol- 
sheviks are efforting to take over 
in your territory, it is happen- 
ing-right in the good old U.S. of 
A. 

MILITARY PURPOSE OF 
JONESTOWN 

Yes, I said “military”. And a 
bit later, I shall show you how Leo 
J. Ryan, Congressman, was uti- 
lized. The set-up for the Guyana 
tragedy was staged as early as 
1974, with the revealing of the 
presence OfaGuyanamissile base 
in that place. It made radio news 
all across America but was 
promptly covered and snuffed. 
This was in June. In October it 
was again brought to public at- 
tention by daring speakers and 
again snuffed along with threats 
to cease and desist with such 
news items - - ‘or else”. 

The news items ran something 
like the following: that according 
to reliable intelligence sources on 
the matter, the Republic of 
Guyana (next to Venezuela in 
South America) had been turned 
into another Cuba with Atomic 
Missiles aimed at the Gatun Locks 
of the Panama Canal and at your 
cities in the United States. 

Of course your government, 
which dances to a tune called 
“Dynasty”, refused to even inves- 
tigate the charge-actually, why 
would they? They set it up! 

The warnings were frequently 
re-presented and some of the 
public citizens did in fact effort to 
gather information which inquir- 
ies were met with stone wall si- 
lence or double-talk and denials. 
Manysimplydiscountedthewhole 

TRUTH WILL SET YOU FREE 
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story but some more insightful- renamedTemehriAirlield, issouth 
patrons came to realize that you of Georgetown, the capital city. 
couldnt believe your Government. This is the airfield to which Ameri- 
Well, guess who was right? can helicopters carried bodies to 

be airlifted to America after the 
MUST GO BACK TO 1965 Jonestown disaster. 

TO LAY THE PLOT When Johnson gave the 
Temehri Airfield to Marxist 

The developments which were Guyana, he handed Russiaavery 
destined to culminate in tragedy large plum indeed. The Temehri 
at Jonestown began in 1965. Airfield is the largest in all of Latin 
Guyana was a newly indepen- America, larger even than New 
dent country, the former British York’s largest airport, the John F. 
colony of British Guiana. 

At that time the secret 
Rockefeller/Soviet alliance was 
in full swing, and the long range 
jointplansforacontrolledNuc1ea.r 
War were moving right along. 
Both sides were looking ahead 
toward an eventualdouble-cross, 
but that still lay far in the future 
at that time. The deliberate 
strengthening of Russia at 
America’s expense was part of 
their joint plan for World Govem- 
ment and conquest. The Cuban 
Missile Crisis of 1962 threw a 
temporary monkey wrench into 
theprogramwhen President John 
F. Kennedy intervened person- 
RUV and stopped the nuclear arm- 
ing of Cuba; and for doing that, 
and other humane “indiscre- 
tions”, he lost his life in Dallas 
barely a year later. 

Kennedy’s successor, Lyndon 
Johnson, made sure that he fol- 
lowed the script more carefully. 
In the wake of the Cuban crisis, 
the Russians needed a new for- 
ward base in the Caribbean area 
for strategic purposes until the 
heat was off in Cuba. To accom- 
modate Russia, Guyana was se- 
lected for this purpose, and David 
Rockefeller saw to it that a Marx- 
ist named Forbes Bumham be- 
came Prime Minister. In return, 
the Chase Manhattan Bank be- 
came fiscal agent for Guyana, 
giving Rockefeller access to the 
gold produced in Guyana; and as 
a key factor in all this, then Presi- 
dent Lyndon Johnson in 1965 
turned over the American Air 
Base, Atkinson Field, to Guyana. 

America’s right to retain con- 
trol over the Base for several more 
decades was simply thrown away 
without any excuses offered. 
Atkinson Field, which was then 

Kennedy Airport; and its location 
makes it ideal for ferrying Cuban 
troops and supplies to Africa. 

As a result, Johnson’s action 
on behalf of Rockefellers robbed 
the United States of an important 
logistic connection to Africa while 
openingthedoorforCubantmops. 
Your later trouble with Cuban 
troops in Angolaand elsewhere in 
Africa were partly the result. 

For a number of years, Rus- 
sian military activity in Guyana 
was heavily concentrated around 
the vicinity of the Temehri Air- 
field. In 1974, they emplaced 
missiles in sites that ringed the 
airfield. Then the missiles were 
pulled out from those locations 
and moved to a separate missile 
complex west of Georgetown, over 
the following two years. 

In that new complex, the mis- 
siles were deployed at sites scat- 
tered over an area some 30 miles 
in diameter. In the approximate 
center was a Command and con- 
trol installation commanded by 
Russian personnel. And the plot 
began to thicken considerably. 

After the missile base reloca- 
tion was completed, the missile 
complex was centered at a point 
about 70 miles northwest of 
Temehri Airfield; and roughly 
another 70 miles to thenorthwest 
lay the Jonestown PeoplesTemple 
complex, an Israeli-type kibbutz. 
So the missile base ended up 
about midway between the 
Jonestown commune and 
Temehri Airfield. It was no acci- 
dent, my friends, that the Peoples 
Temple kibbutz was located so 
close to the missile base. 
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ORIGINS OF THE PEOPLES lose control of his own personal- 
TEMPLE ity and become what your Un- 

seen Rulers wanted him to be. 
The origins of the People’s The process would inevitably cre- 

Temple in the 1950s had nothing ate tremendous internal conflicts 
to do with government intrigues. and turn Jim Jonesintoatroubled 
It was not until about 1970 that and dangerous man and that, 
certain elements of the United dear ones, is exactly that which 
States Intelligence community be- came to pass. 
gan to infiltrate and subvert the 
People’sTemple. TheRockefeller CHANGES IN BEHAVIOR 
brothershaveahvayshadastau- 
dard practice &supporthq not By 1973 changes in Jones’ 
ouly the faction in power but behavior began to be noticed by 
also spies and opponents to his friends and followers. His 
that faction-and who doesn’t conversion into a semi-conscious 
want a little ‘See” fund@ and agent of death and intrigue was 
support money? In th& man- underwayineamest bythat time. 
ner they are always in a posi- That same year the mushroom- . 
tion, at least theoretically, to ing funds of the Peoples Temple 
cut down anyone who tries to were used to launch the agricul- 
breakfkeetoftheircontrol. Heed tural kibbutz at Jonestown, 
this lesson well lest ye be Guyana, thoughonlyafew people 
tempted by their guiles in our went there at that time. 
own work. 

In the case of Guyana, the 
Rockefellers wanted to have such 
a tool in Guyana as a check on 
Forbes Bumham, the Prime Min- 
ister, whom they had put in power 
with use of their money. Certain 
elementswithin the United States 
Intelligence community under 
general coordination by the CIA 
were given the task of finding 
ways of accomplishing this. 

In the course of evaluating 
various options, it was concluded 
that the Peoples Temple would 
prove ideal. The psychological 
profile of the leader, Jim Jones, 
indicated that he could be con- 
verted into a powerful tool of the 
Unseen Rulers. Contrary to re- 
ports in the controlled major me- 
dia, Jim Jones was born a Jew 
(oops), and he already exhibited 
tendencies toward kibbutz-style. 
organization that could be chan- 
neled into useful directions. This 
would be brought about through 
a combination of both conscious 
and unconscious factors. 

At the conscious level, money 
and powerful political support 
would be channeled in his direc- 
tion; at the unconscious level, the 
technique of psychological pm- 
gramming, which we will discuss 
in more detail elsewhere, would 
be employed. 

Gradually, Jim Jones would 

Guyana was a rigid Marxist 
police state, and no one could 
have launched a new enterprise 
like the Commune without its 
approval by Forbes Bumham; but 
David Rockefeller agents made 
sure that Burnham received all 
the assurances he needed that 
the Jones compound would fit 
neatly into the Marxist environ- 
ment of Guyana. 

At the same time, Forbes 
Burhnam had begun double- 
crossing David Rockefeller, ex- 
actly as had been feared. He was 
now playing bail politically but he 
was hiding much of Guyana’s 
gold production in caves in the 
mountains. David Rockefeller 
found this out sometime later, 
but bythenthemuch biggerprob- 
lemwasdevelopingfromadouble- 
cross by Russia so Burnham was 
left untouched in order to make 
way for bigger things. 

By summer 1974, the 
Rockefeller brothers were still 
soundly in bed with the Kremlin, 
but there were already ominous 
signs that something was hap- 
pening in Russia which they did 
not understand; however they 
simply could not imagine that 
their old Kremlin allies, the 
Bolsheviks, were being over- 
thrown. 

And so it goes; just as any 
mention of possible threat from 
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Russia goes totally denied this 
day, so went denied the public 
warnings about Guyana mis- 
siles-and the Government 
spokesmen went right on lying 
and ridiculing those who dared 
speak out. The planned and pm- 
grammed Nuclear War was being 
blueprinted for the late 1970s 
and they did not want the plan to 
be spoiled by public awareness; 
but two years later Russia’s all- 
out military double-cross of 
America began with the Under- 
water Missile Crisis of 1976. 

’ Most of you know about that 
crisis, which the Government kept 
silent about, but we shall talk 
about it again, later. Your Un- 
z&en Rulers were badly shaken 
m that surprise and initially tried 
to reinstate their secret alliance 
with the Kremlin rulers. After all, 
they had succeeded in doing so 
once before after President 
Kennedy broke the rules and 
made an issue of the Cuban mis- 
siles; but meanwhile they also 
began setting in motion contin- 
gency plans to gear up their possi- 
ble real war. 
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MAJOR TARGEX’ 

The Guyana missile base was 
one of the major targets of the 
revised planning. When this plan- 
ning began more than two years 
prior, the Space Battle of the Har- 
vest Moon still lay in the future It 
seemed quite inconceivable that 
America could lose its secret 
beam-weapons base which was 
soon to be operational on the 
moon; and so long as they had 
this Moon Base to depend on, 
your Unseen Rulers thought they 
could not lose. But in light of the 
Underwater Missiledouble-cross, 
they wanted to be able to pull as 
many of Russia’s military teeth as 
possible. In this way, their de- 
struction of Russia would be even 
more complete than originally, 
planned. 

The planners of Operation. 
Guyanaweregivenadifficult pmb- 
lem to solve. The objective was to 
wipe out the Russian missile base 
in Guyana by removing the threat 

itposedtothePanamaCanaland 
southern American cities; but this 
* :vas to be a pre-war operation 
carried out covertly and with com- 
plete surprise. It had to be covert, 
because neither the United States 
nor Russia could afford to have it 
known that the base everexisted; 
and the surprise had to be com- 
plete, because with even the 
briefest warning the base could 
be reinforced and defended by 
Cuban troops. 

From these requirements it 
was concluded that acommando- 
style raid would be necessary, 
something like the Israeli raid at 
Entebbe AirportinUgandain July 
1976. Are the similarities and 
implications becoming a bit more 
clear to you readers? Any other 
kind of attack would have re- 
quired your leaders to do what 
President Kennedy did in 1962, 
and that is: Tell the American 
people what was afoot and ask for 
your support. At all cost, the one 
thing your Unseen Rulers were 
determined not to do was to tell 
you anything. The problem then 
arose--how to get the joint at- 
tacking forces into Guyana in a 
force large enough and fast 
enough to do the job. 

Wipingoutabaselikethatone 
in Guyana, after all, is no small 
task and it takes experience. It 
was then concluded that some- 
how some very sudden, massive, 
compelling excuse would have to 
be provided in order to enable the 
secret joint military forces to en- 
ter Guyana temporarily. The ex- 
cuse, whatever it was, would have 
to be so visible as to tie Russian’s 
hands so that Russia could not 
retaliate in Guyana without giv- 
ing away what she had been up to 
there:’ and the excuse, whatever it 
was, would have to appear non- 
militaryyetrequin3nilitaryexper- 
tise. Furthermore, some pmvi- 
sion would have to be made for 
ALLcasualtiesin the missile-base 
atta&toberemovedfromGuyana 
aftertheraid,othenvisethei.rpres- 
ence in Guyana could have been 
made the basis of an intema- 
tional incident trumped up 
around some different story un- 
related to the secret missile base. 

For example, the government 

ofGuyana, following Russian die- by following him. they automati- 
tates, might have publicly dis- caIly identified themselves as the 
played the bodies of the joint mili- group most highly dependent 
tary forces killed in the attack and upon Jones personally. They were 
said they were killed in an at- also most susceptible to the com- 
tempted coup d’ etat against bined influences of exhaustion, 
Forbes Bumham. It was a very intimidation, and isolation from 
big order, but the Jonestown kib- outside help-inotherwords, just 
buts proved to be the answer. All right for thorough brainwashing. 
that-n- was to ar- Ewrsincethedayrsofthe 
range far many hundreds of Kamanwar it hadbeen known 
American- to die sud- wz&uAve@ thatbrainwashiug 
deulyinGuyauaandunderwn- techniques can cause many 
d&ions guarauteeiug instant peopletodoallkiudsofthIngs. 
massive publicity. Even hardened American GI’s in 

The shear enormity of the Korea fell victim to brainwashing 
tragedy would requke military in surprising numbers because 
involvement, aud the location they did not understand what 
of Jonestown was made to or- they were up against. But, of 
der. Helicopters commuting course, the Jonestown victims 
between the Temehri AirfIeld were anything but hardened sol- 
and Jonestowuwould naturally diem 
fly over the missile complex- In August 1977 Jim Jones left 
whose details were known in for Guyana with his large sacrifi- 
spiteofexpertcamouflage. This cial flock. That same month, 
meant that joint special armed United Nations Ambassador An- 
forces could be set down near drew Young carried a message to 
the perimeters of the missile Prime Minister Forbes Bumham 
base andlater recovae!d, along of Guyana He said that under 
with casualties, with relative certain conditions the United 
ease. Andasthe m ot States and the World Bankwould 
the TenteM Ai#eM stmtched incxrase its aid to Guyana-t&t 
hc--tDtinnth- is, line Bumham’s pocket by a 
u~&andm*mthcsvmac factor of ten times more than 
dw they w, lad to QS- previous levels. And so the key 
sumc thart a22 u#tre pw do disaster of Jonestown was set in 
andfivmdwwstvwnsome 150 motion rh aday shortly before the 
mi&s QUIQY. w had no UKL~ Battle of the Harvest Moon. 
ofknowingthutmm.yofthe 

jlights tuere to and fkvm the POOR LEO RYAN 
Russiun missile base, which 
lqyinthesame dimctionbut To trigger the whole tragedy 
onl@a~asfwdi.sWnt and in a blare of publicity, the 

interest of late Congressman Leo 
IN THE BEGINNING OF THE J. Ryan was developed and pro- 

SCHEME grammed. 
In a display of courage that is 

When it was decided to use practically unknown today in the 
mass deaths at Jonestown as a U.S. Congress, Ryan went to 
cover for the missile-base attack, Guyana knowing that it might be 
Jonestown was functioning only dangerous. But what he did not 
as an outpost of the People’s know, ofcourse, was that he had 
Temple. There were not enough been lured into making a trip 
people there to provide a suffi- whose tragic outcome was 

a ciently major incident to serve the planned well in advance. 
intended purpose, and so, Congressmau Ryan and 
through both direct and indirect thosewhod.iedwithhimatPort 
means,Jim Joneswaspersuaded Kaituma /&port w-e casual- 
to go to the Guyana kibbutz him- ties in the secret war that was 
self,takingasmanyofhisflockas leading to Nuclear War One. 
would follow him. That turned And so were the hundreds of 
out to be about 25% to 30%, and other American *s who 
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died in the so-called Umass sui- 
cide” at Jonestown, Guyana. 

As the -time ,approached for 
Congressman Ryan to make his 
anticipated trip to Guyana, other 
activities were set in motion on 
the diplomatic and military stage. 
It was essential that Russia’s at- 
tention be diverted away from 
Guyana until too late to take ac- 

The MIG-23 in and of itself 
does not threaten America in the 
same way that the 1962 Cuban 
missiles did; and so when the 
United States began playing up 
the MIG-23s, it was very obvious 
to the Kremlin that this was a 
deliberate effort to stir up public 
tension over Cuba. The ques- 
tion was: Exactly what was the 

tion to protect the missile base. United States up-to? Would the 
Russia’s prize in the Western Carter Administration be socrazy 
Hemisphere, of course, is Cuba; as to invade Cuba? Such a thing 
and so in the final days before the sounded irrational, but America’s 
Battle of Guyana on Thanksgiv- Unseen Rulers were behaving 
ing Day 1978, the trumped up more and more irrationally. 
MIG-23 uisis+loes anyone re- -This, too, was partially delib- 
member that one%was used to erate and was intended to keep 
divert Russian attention to Cuba. the chess players in the Kremlin 
Oh, we have lots and lots of won- off balance, but it was also partly 
dmus secrets to talk about, don’t aresult ofthe increasingdegmeof 
we? Onlytoo latedid the Kremlin control over America by those 
discover that the real target was Satanic schizophrenics, the Bol- 
not Cuba but Guyana. sheviks. 

Cuba was, after all, very im- 
THE BATTLE: THANKSGMNG portant to Russia, for Russia was 

DAY 1978 looking ahead to world domination 
after Nuclear War I; and for that, 

Close aides of the late Con- Cuba is Russia’s main beach- 
gressman Leo Ryan have reported head in the Western Hemisphere. 
‘publicly that his ill-fated decision-> ‘Even more urgently, Cuba was 
to go to Guyana was triggered by 
a State Department report to him 
that he found totally unsatisfac- 
tory. This reaction of Ryan’s had 
been correctly predicted and, in 
fact, deliberately encouraged. 
With elections coming up, 
Congressman Ryan decided to 
schedule the trip after the elec- 
tion during the Congressional 
recess. 

This was a quite natural deci- 
sion, and had also been antici- 
pated by the planners behind the 
scenes. No politician would miss 
theopportunilytocampaignright 
up to election day. 

As the time approached for his 
trip, the false issue of the Cuban 
MIG-23 crisis erupted. The Carter 
Administration had learned nearly 
a year prior that the Russians 
were going to send the MIG-23s to 
Cuba and decided that it would 
be a perfect pretext for a fake 
crisis. The MIG-23 can carry 
certain types of nuclear weapons 
as claimed; but even in this role it 
is a tactical weapon best suited 
for support of ground or naval 
forces. 

the unadmitted home of Russia’s 
Caribbean Submarine Fleet, and 
that fleet had repeatedly moved 
into attack positions in the Gulf of 
Mexico over the prior two years 
and more during periods of ten- 
sion. . 

As if that were not enough, 
there were concentrations of 
nuclear weapons in at least four 
land locations in Cuba. One was 
near the north coast roughly 10 
miles inland southeast of Carde- 
nas. This location is 15Q. miles 
due south of Cape Sable, Florida. 
A second site was about 150 miles 
to the east-southeast of that and 
about 10 miles inland from the 
north coast. One hundredtwenty- 
five miles farther to the southeast 
was a third concentration 15 miles 
northeast of Marti’, well inland. A 
fourth nuclear site was near the 
eastern tip of Cuba, 28 miles 
north-northwest of the United 
States NavalBaseat Guantanamo 
Bay. 

With all this at stake, Ameri- 
can publicity over the MIG-23s 
caused worry in the Kremlin. And 
in early November the tension 

increased when the United States 
began sending SR-71 recon- 
naissance flights over Cuba - 
shades of 1962. 

were left alive, and a smaller plane 
managed to take off right after the 
airport massacre and report the 
attack in the capital, Georgetown. 

In response, massive forma- Immediately world attention 
tions from the Atlantic, Pacific, was focused on Guyana, and 
and Caribbean Submarine Fleets meanwhile the mass murder at 
of the Russian Navy began fan- Jonestown-wrongly called a 
ning out along America’s east, mass suicide-was underway. 
west, and gulf coasts on Novem- At this point, the elaborate 
ber 6. They did not deploy into decoy action toward Cubawas no 
attack formations but their sheer longer needed, so the Pentagon 
numbers signaled a clear warn-. announced that a routine naval 
ing to Washington. At that mo- exercise was in progress which 
ment they were still on station, would approach no closer to Cuba 
many with neutron weaponry. than 50 miles. Cuban defense 

Then during the week imme- forces relaxed, but the real action 
diately preceding the tragedies in was only beginning in Guyana. 
Guyana the MIG-23 pseudo cri- The methodical executions of 
sis builtVto a climax. Beginning Congressman Ryan and three 
onTuesday, November 14, a huge prominent newsmen had guaran- 
combined American and British teed that Jonestownwould shortly 
naval Task Force began heading be in the glare of publicity. Hav- 
toward Cuba. By midweek, Cu- ing guaranteed this publicity , Jim 
ban defense forces were on full Jones then ordered the mass ex- 
alert, and on Thursday, Novem- ecutions at the Jonestown kib- 
ber 16, a group of twelve United butz. 
States Senatorsin Moscow-sup- 
posedly to discuss the SALT DETAILS OF THAT 
talks-met with Russia’s Kosygin. MASSACRE 

There they pressed the alleged 
issue of the Cuban MIG-23 argu- The complete details of the 
ment, calling it a“false issue”. As Jontitowu &as&r may never 
a former test pilot and America’s be known publicly. I can prom- 
first astronaut in orbit, Senator ti you, however, that very, 
Glenn knew what he was talking very few who died there, took 
about, but Kosygin’s anger over thek own lives-an d that is, 
the other comments. about the tier all, what suicide is. Many 
MIGS provided the United States were Mckd, not realizing that 
Intelligence communitywithvalu- the death rites were real. Many 
able proof that the decoy action more resisted, but they were 
toward Cuba was working. The weak, helpless, and wnfionted 
next day, November 17, Russia with armed ex~tion squads. 
publicly admitted sending MIG- So by various means, several 
23s to Cuba, calling them strictly hundred people were poisoned 
defensive weapons. with potassimn cyanide. How- 

The same day an editorial in ever, there were many others 
the Washington Post typified the who did try tie -cape and who 
crescendo of media attention to resistedmoreeffe&ively. Many 
the Cuban MIG-23s. It was titled: of those peoplewere herded off 
“A New Cuban Missile Crisis?” into the jungle and shot with- 

The very next day, Saturday, out mercy. 
November 18, Congressman Leo Finally when the mass mur- 
Ryan, three newsmen, and a der was completed, the 
woman seeking to escape from executionists performed their Ii- 
Jonestown were slaughtered at nal task of stage-managing the 
the Port KaitumaAirport. At least horrible death scene. In order to 
a dozen other people were also achieve the surprise needed in 
wounded, but there was no effort attacking the Russian missile 
to destroy the airplane filled with base, it was criticaIly important 
terrified escapees from Jone- that the first reports from Jon- 
stown. Instead, many witnesses estown described the scene as a 
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mass suicide. Only in this way 
could its- actual military sig- 
nificance be hidden long enough 
to fool the Russians. 

Therefore, all of the bodies free 
of gunshot wounds were care- 
fully arranged in neat rows and 
other groupings, suggesting at 
first sight that everyone died will- 
ingly and deliberately. This was 
the scene that greeted Guyanese 
troopslate the following day, Sun- 
day, November 19. It was more 
than 24 hours after the kibbutz 
victims died and the execution- 
ers, including the real Jim Jones, 
were longgone. I will return to the 
matter of Jones himself later for I 
know you are curious as to why I 
keep telling you he ended up in 
Israel. 

COUNTERS AFRAID OF 
DISEASE 

The Guyanese troops were 
afraid of possible disease but 
counted the bodies as accurately 
as possible without close han- 
dling or moving the bodies. The 
total they reported was 409 on 
that Sunday night. The initial 
impression of a mass suicide 
was seized upon by the con- 
trolled major media of the 
United States. Without wait- 
ing for an investigation, the 
media drummed away at the 
suicide image of Jonestown as 
ifit were a proven fact. After a 
few days a few people did begin to 
raise questions, but by then the 
initial image of suicide had served 
its purpose of opening Guyana’s 
doors to the United States. 

For example, on Tuesday, No- 
vember 2 1, Jim Jones’ surviving 
son, Steven, said in a Georgetown 
press conference, “There’sno way 
it could have been mass suicide.” 
And that same day, according to 
the Washington Star, aGuyanese 
source pointed out a serious medi- 
cal discrepancy in the Jonestown 
kibbutz death scene. He said, “If 
you die of cyanide, which seems 
to have been the poison, your 
body goes into spasm and contor- 
tion death, but at Jonestown ev- 
eryone looked totally relaxed.” 

The reason for this discrep- 
ancy was that’ by the time the 
Guyanese troops arrived, all the 

bodies had been rearranged. They 
were also placed face down for the 
most part. This was so that the 
widely publicized news photos 
would not ruin the desired im- 
pression of calm by letting you 
see the victims’ final expressions 
of agony. 

THE NIGHTMARE 
CONTINUED 

To continue the nightmare 
charade to fool the Russians, the 
United States at first publicly 
urged Guyana to collect and bury 
the hundreds of bodies. As ar- 
ranged, Guyana replied in effect 
that it was America’s problem 
and that America should take the 
bodies back to the United States- 
just as planned. To .facilitate this 
huge and hideous task, Guyana 
obligingly agreed to waive the 
usual Guyanese law that requires 
any body to be autopsied before 
removal from the country. With 
this arrangement, the United 
States achieved the carte blanche 
military access to Guyana that 
was needed. 

Russian intelligence realized 
what was afoot by early Monday, 
November 20, but it was already 
too late to stop it. Russia could 
hardly announce to the world 
that, ‘We have a secret nuclear 
missile base in Guyana and the 
United States is getting ready to 
destroy it .” That would have 
rallied world opinion behind 
America; and, although Russian 
Cosmospheresquickly converged 
over Guyana, they, too, were use- 
less in the covert conditions of 
battle there. Their Charged Par- 
ticle Beam Weapons could have 
made short work of the com- 
mando-style forces, but in the 
process they would have wiped 
out the Russian base itself. The 
Guyana missiles have become 
only a minor factor in Russia’s 
military power since the Battle of 
the Harvest Moon the year prior. 
They were not valuable enough to 
Russia to declare open war on 
their account. And sounderthese 
conditions, Russia was power- 
less to act once the Jonestown 
tragedy had been staged. 

As Thanksgiving Day ap- 

proached, huge American trans- 
ports, helicopters, troops, and 
medical teams swarmed into 
Guyana. In a remote corner of the 
hugeTemehriAirIieldacommand 
post was established for the twin 
operations of Jonestown and at 
the Russian missile base. 

As some of the troops began 
the nauseating task of cleaning 
up the Jonestown kibbutz, other 
joint attack forceswere taking up 
positions around the missile base 
in preparations for the surprise 
raid. Meanwhile, day after day 
the death count reported at Jon- 
estown remained unchanged at 
409. 

Then on Thanksgiving Day it- 
self, the Battle of Guyana took 
place. Crack military forces expe- 
rienced in jungle and surprise 
warfare moved in on the Russian 
complex, strikingall the dispersed 
sites simulti3neously. Like the 
Entebbe raid, the battle itself did 
not last long. It had to be over 
quickly to be successful. 

First the small crews on site 
near each missile were over- 
whelmed, and then killed. The 
missiles themselves were quickly 
disabled. Next the military forces 
converged on the Missile Com- 
mand and Control Center, where 
abloody pitched battle tookplace. 

When the smoke cleared, ev- 
ery single person manning the 
missile base had been killed, 
includingthe Russian command- 
ers. 

When the battle was over, 
American helicopters from 
Temehri Airfield began landing 
within the ruined missile com- 
plex and flying out the wounded. 
Then the remaining attackers 
were left with two more jobs be- 
fore they could retire from the 
area. First, theywere under strict 
orders to leave no bodies of the 
attackingforceson Guyanese soil, 
and so the entire areawas scoured 
until every single member of the 
attacking force.,had been ac- 
counted for. Their bodies, like 
thoseofthevictimsat Jonestown, 
were sealed’in Vietnam-type body 
bags and collected in clearings 
where helicopters could land to 
pick them up. 

Finally, the combined forces 
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were under orders to remove the 
nuclear warheads from the mis- 
siles and take them back to 
Georgetown for airlift to the United 
States. Specially trained mem- 
bers of the attacking force had set 
to work on this task immediately 
alter the initial attacks on the 
missile crews. 

By early Friday, November 24, 
all the warheads had been re- 
moved. They, too, were placed in 
body bags, one per bag, with some 
jungle foliage stuffed in to give the 
bag a reasonable appearance. 

o$- noneofthiswas 
cappamttotherepo~at 
TemeMAirfi&i,wh~se+xess 
tHheAmericanComnumdvraandPost 
the?was-fiuywntiUed. 
whenwounded~ofthe 
attQcking force wem flOwn 
backtotheAi@iZd,crftet~ 
BattkofGuganaonThmks- 

givingwn,they== 
keptoutofsightofthereport- 
em. otthmwb, when mptwt- 
erSt3CCtlhntlllySaW~bagS 

beingn-=tmP~*P~ 
thgljust-w- 
thatatlwrddnexlvictimsf~ 
shmestown. Thg(hadnoway 
of knowing that some wn- 
t&UXiSlcrinComnurndoesand 

thutotherswnixl~Russian 
nuclswwwheads. !rhewn- 
tinua1cargo0fdeathf~the 
+.kmatownkibbutzmadethe 
pe@xt-fortheW 
of the Battleof Gzqum. 

WHERE COULD THEY TAKE 
ALL THOSE BODIES? 

Manyreportersweretotallp 
puzzled at the choice of Dover 
Air Force Base in Delaware for 
the Guyana airlift. Most of the 
Jonestown victims were from 
Calihmia, and there is a mor- 
tuary facilie, similar to the 
Dwer facility, at Oakland Air 
Force Base in California. Dover 
was chosen to facilitate trans- 
fer of the Russian nuclear war- 
heads to the nearby Aberdeen 
Roving Ground and Arsenal. 
This was done by means of 
shallow flights from Dwer to 
Phillips Air Force Base. 

OriginallytheGuyanesecount 
of 409 had been accepted as fum 
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by United States officials in own story about the blankets as a 
Guyana. That had raised ques- “rumor”. Still the basic idea of 
tions as to where the rest of the bodies on top of bodies had to be 
one thousand or so residents re- maintained, so on Saturday, No- 
ported to be in Jonestown had vember 25, another Air Force 
gone. Finally, on Thanksgiving spokesman tried to make it all 
Day, with the body clean-up op- sound plausible in the following 
eration wellunderway, amilitary words: ‘From what I observed, 
spokesman told reporters, “rhe the people, when they committed 
evaluation that we have made is suicide, would line up in nice neat 
simply that there were not many little circles, children in front of 
more people in Jonestown at the them,andastheydiedtheyfolded 
time of the suicide.” But even as into the interior of the circle.” Do 
he spoke, the Battle of Guyana you wondrously blind people be- 
was raging at the Russian missile gin to see the absurdity of that 
base. By midday on Friday, the which you believe? You swallow 
day after Thanksgiving, 485 body it hook, line, sinker and fish! 
bags had already arrived at the The Guyana cover-up was 
Temehri Airfield. The bodies’ of world-wide in its dimensions-it 
warheadsfromthe Russian mis- had to be. In Guyana, Deputy 
sile base were destined to raise Prime Minister Reid made the 
the total far beyond the total of frst public announcement to the 
409 bodies originally counted by Guyanese people about Jon- 
the Guyanese at the kibbutz. It estown on Friday afternoon, No- 
was a bad mistake, the kind of vember 24, in Parliament. Then 
thing that happens in the heat of he refused .to answer questions, 
battle. Something had tobe done, andrushedout tocriesof“Shame, 
and quickly. Shame” and “Cover-up” from 

So, on that Friday after Parliament members. And there 
Thanksgiving, a breathless and in the United States on Thanks- 
nervous Pentagon spokesman at giving Day, FBI Director, William 
the Temehri Airfield made a stun- Webster, said that the: “FBI Dis- 
ning announcement over CBS aster Squad had positively identi- 
television: “The original count of fied the body of James Warren 
persons found dead at the Jones through fingerprint identi- 
Jonestown site has been found to flcation records.” But, this was 
be seriously in error. It now ap- not so and at that very moment 
pear there may be as many as 780 Jim Jones was making good his 
bodies, total, found at the site. preplanned escape from Guyana. 
They were found simply buried 
under other bodies. There were AND HOW DID JONES 
larger adults that were grouped MANAGE TO GET OUT? 
together, and under their bodies 
were found the bodies’ of smaller The plans for removal of Jones 
adults and children.” were laid well in advance. An 

Bcz@mxi&yincmduZousne- ocean-going boat, well stocked 
porters,w B em- with supplies and money, was 
beZZished the mrmty Zatir waiting for him near the river 
On. The Washington Star town of Bartica, 35 miles south- 
quoted* same spokesman west of Georgetown. In order to 
as saying Friday night= uNea+ make his way to Bartica from 
thecenterof thepik of bodies, Jonestown, Jones had a Safe 
nearthe mty haZZ they Conduct Pass. 
wemthme&epinsomeamas. Intheearlymorningoffhanks- 
They m in Zayers with blan- giving Day, as the Battle ofGuyana 
ketsZ&aueenthern” Ww’tis was beginning, Jones headed 
&sf tie of aZZ those peop& b down stream toward Georgetown. 
fd over in well odtestmted Shortly after noon Guyana time 
and neat mum? his boat left the mouth of 

This story was so unbelievable Essequibo River into the Atlantic 
that within two days the United Ocean. 
States Government dismissed its From there Jones followed a 
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complicated itinerary which was the intended purposes. 

designed to prevent his being fol- One has only to check an en- 
lowed; but in spite of that, he was cyclopedia to see that Jonestown 
followed. From Guyana Jones was, in fact, a kibbutz. For exam- 
headed due east for about 330 ple, the WorldBookEncvclonedia 
miles and then turned south, under the topic “ISRAEL”, says: 
landing near La Mere, French ‘Inacollectivecommunity, called 
Guiana, about 5:30 A.M. local a kibbutz, the farmers share all 
time, November 27. From there the property and combine their 
he traveled by land to the capital labor. The village administration 
of Cayenne, and took an airplane provides all their needs. The 
across the Atlantic Ocean to adults eat together in a dining 
Freetown, Sierra Leone, in West hall, but married couples and 
Africa From Freetown he headed single persons have private sleep- 
north along the coast to Guinea- ing quarters. All children are 
Bissau Airport, arriving there ap- raised together in a separate 
proximately 7:00 P.M. local time, home. Parentsvisit their children 
November 28. for an hour or two before sup- 

There, less than two hours per.” 
later, he boarded a DC-3 and took Let us look at the word “corn-. 
off. His route took him eastward mune” as domesticated in 
toTambacounda, (Senegal); from America. It means living in a 
there onward into Mali with stops commune. There is no pure form 
at Segou, Mopti, and Gao; then of commune in the Israeli kib- 
onward to Agadez (Niger), and butz. When a commune is run 
Largeau (Chad). From there his by persons with Satanic and 
plane continued to Atbara (Su- schizophrenic chara&eristics, 
dan),and thenashortfinalhopto likethoseofJimJones,murder- 
Port Sudan where he arrived ous and suicidal behavior are 
shortly after 4:00 A.M., Novem- forced upon the people, as hap- 
ber 30, local time. When he ar- penedatJonestown. Andwhen 
rived at Port Sudan, Jones found this example is expanded to 
aTurboprop Executive Transport include an entire nation, one 
waiting for him which was owned has a nation in the grip of Bol- 
and operated by Israeli In- shevism. It was happening to 
telligence. Within 20 minutes the America then and you sre still 
plane took off with Jones and being led directly into national 
headed up the middle of the Red suicide. 
Sea toward the Gulf of Aqaba. At Let me show you the ridicu- 
6:30 A.M. local time on November lous cost of such actions. 
30, Jones’ plane landed briefly at As things came to pass, the 
Elath, the back door to Israel; war which started between you 
then on to a private airport out- and Russiabegan onthatThanks- 
SideofJerusalem, arrivingat 7:20 giving Day. America lost that war 
A.M. local time. From there he in the Battle of the Harvest Moon. 
headed to a nearby location for an Of course the calculations don’t 
intelligence debriefing. work out properly because you 

have no notion as to what is 
HOW COULD THIS HAPPEN happening nor in what order. We 

TO AN EVANGELIST? shall speak to these topics later. 
At that time the very rules of war 

Afterbeingtransformedgradu- were altered forever. 
ally into a conscious agent of the Russia then tried to force 
Intelligence Community over the America “to surrender” to SALT 
prior six years, Jones had taken II disarmament, but your Unseen 
part in ajoint operation by Ameri- Rulers instead stepped up prepa- 
can and Israeli Intelligence in rations for a suicidal nuclear war 
Guyana. The Israelis had con; to be launched by the U.S. 
tributed valuable expertise and The Guyana happenings gave, 
even key lieutenants for Jones in you a preview for the entire war. 
showing how the Jonestown kib- By the standards of those who 
butz could be .set un and used for nlanned it. the Battle of Guvana 
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was a brilliant success-and yet, - 
at what cost! Many times more 
American lives were deliberately 
sacrificed than were lost by the 
enemy in the battle itself. In the 
same way, the plans still in opera- 
tion will dwarfthe numbers killed 
by the millions. 

The Battle of Guyana was an 
exercise in futility, amere scratch 
on the arm for Russia. It was 
planned before the Battle of the 
Harvest Moon, which rendered 
the Guyana battle obsolete before 
it happened. 

Well, Jim Jones had a motto 
hanging over his throne in 

Jonestown: “THOSE WHO DO 
NOTREMEMBERTHEPASTARE 
CONDEMNED TO REPEAT IT.” 

Now, would any of you care to 
do a dissertation on what the 
Guyana tragedy actually had to 
do with religion in any manner 
what-so-ever. Tis sad indeed! 
And yet, you gullibly feast on the 
lies. So be it. 

Dharma, enough for this day. 
Let us close this portion. Thank 
you for your service. 

Hatonn to stand-by. Please 
think upon these things most 
diligently for we have a long, long 
way to go. Salu. 

Todav’s Watch 
J 
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BUSH TRAVELS 

Watch for the “hay to be 
made” during this Democratic 
Convention-bythe Republicans. 
Bush will be in California and 
some very good things can come 
from those travels--which will 
actually help our own programs. 
BUT, watch out-some of the 
things he will be doing will be as 
“King” through Executive Order. 
Interestingly enough, Mr. Kemp 
will be traveling along, also. 

We are asked if we “would 
meet” (my people) with these 
“leaders”? Why not? We simply 
bring truth, we have no bones to 
pick with “personalities” and 
much good could come though 
“understanding’ of stance. A 
Godly person has nothing to fear 
from one with predominantly evil 
intent for if it be ONLY evil vs. 
Godly-guess who prevails! 

PEROT 

For you who continue to ask 
me about Perot-why? Can you 
not see what has happened? He 
just badly shot himselfin the foot 
yesterday for who among the 
yminoritf groups of, say, His- 
panics and Blacks would feel 
“equal” after his speech within 
the meeting hall of the NAACP? 
Did Perot realize what he was 

saying-NO and perhaps that is 
even worse for the “condescen- 
sion” was totally “natural”. The 
poor man was simply talking to 
his audience but enemies are afoot 
everywhere to never allow a slip of 
the lip to pass without making a 
chasm of it. Facts are, the fact 
that Perot is a billionaire speaks 
more loudly than any words can 
express. He made those billions 
by doing business and utilizing 
the system of government. “It is 
harder for a rich man to enter into 
through the gates of heaven than 
for a camel to pass through the 
needle’s eye!” It does not HAVE to 
be thuebut it most often IS. 

Moreover Mr. Perot has been 
spoutingoff about the “Hitlerian” 
tactics of Bush-Quayle for em- 
ploying “dirty tricks” and 
“Hitlerian propaganda”. Dan 
Quayle made a statement that 
Perot would abuse the CIA, FBI 
and IRS if he were to become 
President. Mr. Perot says: “The 
Republicans have had anon-stop 
saturation bombing to recast my 
personality.” ‘It is a carefully 
orchestrated plan to try to dam- 
age me at a time when people 
thought I would announce.” So, 
the White House spokesman 
comes back with “Mr. Perot’s 
paranoiaknowsno bounds”. Who 
can WIN in such gamesand coun- 
termoves? Most certainly NOT 
YOU-THE-PEOPLE. It would ap- 
pear the most propitious thing 

any one could do in behalf of 
fieedomwouldbe to“abuse” unto 
“dissolution” all three entities 
named above and include the 
PACorganizations-startingwith 
total shut-down of the British 
Intelligence creations such as the 
Anti-Defamation League (errone- 
ously thought to be Jewish). 

ADL COMMENTS BY 
JEFFREY STEINBERG 

This may hold more believ- 
ability if you take note that 
“Steinberg” is NOT a South Afri- 
can, Asian or Irish sir-name of 
typical nature. It certainly points 
out to me that Khazarians who 
have stolen the “Jewish” heri- 
tage are REAL and not appreci- 
ated by those they impoverished 
in such manner. But this is not 
the focus-this focus must be on 
theADL(Anti-DefamationLeague) 
and other such organizations. 

QUOTE: article by Jeffrey 
Steinberg, July 6, 1992. 

Time to Shut Down the Anti- 
Defamation League: 

The longstanding illicit re- 
lationship between the gangsters 
of the Anti-Defamation League 
(ADL) of B’nai B’rith and the U.S. 
Department of Justice and Fed- 
eral Bureau of Investigation has 
gone on long enough. 

For years now, using the 
guise of”hunting Nazi war crimi- 
nals” and fghting”hate crimes”, 
the ADL-also known as the 
“American Dope Lobby”, for its 
role as a front for the intema- 
tional narcotics cartel-has been 
running federal law enforcement 
and prosecutorial agencies as its 
private political police, framing 
up and in some cases executing 
“enemies” of the Zionists. The 
fact that the gangsters of the ADL 
should claim to be the leading 
representatives of the decent 
people-Jews and others-who 
suffered and died in the Nazi Ho- 
locaust-is itselfone of the worst 
instances of anti-Semitism imag- 
inable. 

Now, however, as the re- 
sult of two dramatic recent devel- 
opments, the ADL’s days of riding 
roughshod over the nation’s po- 
lice and prosecutors may fast be 
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coming to an end. Unfortunately, 
because of the ADL’s decades- 
long manipulation of the judicial 
system, a number of innocent 
people have already been sent to 
their deaths. 

On June 5, the U.S. Sixth 
Circuit Court of Appeals in Cin- 
cinnati, Ohio gave the Justice 
Department a deadline of July 15 
to turn over all the evidence in its 
possessiondemonstratingthat an 
innocent American citizen had 
been sent to Death Row in Israel 
by Justice Department officials 
who withheld hard evidence prov- 
ing he was innocent. 

The court ordered the Of- 
ficeofSpecial Investigations (OSI), 
the DOJ’spurported”Nazi-hunt- 
ing” unit and a hotbed of ADL 
subversion, to turn over the docu- 
ments in the case of John 
Demjanjuk, the retired Cleveland 
auto worker who was extradited 
to Israel in 1986 on charges he 
was “Ivan the Terrible”, a Nazi 
mass murderer at the Treblinka 
concentration camp in Poland. 

Demjanjuk was convicted 
in a show trial in Israel in 1988 
and sentenced to death. He has 
been sitting on Death Row in an 
Israeli prison for four years, fight- 
ing to obtain the documents that 
would prove his innocence-and 
had been hidden by the ADL and 
the OSI. Hundreds of pages of 
eyewitness statements proving 
that another man (who was killed 
in 1943) was “Ivan” had been 
hidden in OS1 files since the 
1970’s. pi: Indeed, this is the 
casewespeakofinrelationship 
to the constitutionalLaw cen- 
ter. I belime you wilI note that 
thQaanareabitdifkentinthat 
casenowas”th~eSmtto 
find a way to release this inno- 
cent man and save face. Basi- 
cally they have changed %ul- 
ers~hordertoun?ertacticsh 
Israel. If you cannot see your 
snpportinaction-trythisvexy 
casewithinyourheartandplace 
yourselfin Demjanjuk’s shoes. 
Congressman Traficant ex- 
hausted his ability tobe heard 
as the Israelis would not even 
accepthiscalls. Thiswasall 
orchestrated by the British In- 
telligence through the ADL. 
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When ones like Marchetti and and they“got hi&. You must ture, the ADL has rammed “hate 
the Law Center started stirring understand it is a very danger- crime” bills through the legis- 
aroundinthesoup‘pot-things ous thing to CT- these evil laturesinallbutfourstatesinthe 
begantochsngerightfast. THIS elements of terror. YOU ALL U.S., and has been paid undis- 
is the way you shall have to SHOULD HAVELISTENEDAND closed amounts of money by the 
%hange the world-- far you HARRENED TO WHAT THIS FBI and hundreds of state and 
cannot win by a battle of weap- MAN TOLD YOU11 local police agencies to “teach” 
ens mw* THE PEN WILL them how to detect hate crimes. 
TRULYBECOMEAGAINNOTED HATE CRIME’ LAW STRUCK Through this latter process the 
AS THE GREATEST OF ALL DOWN American Dope Lobby has sub- 
WEAPONS. THISISWHYTHE verted American law enforcement 
PENS OF PATRIOTS AND GOD In addition to the recent to the core. 
ARE EFFORTED TO BE SI- Demjanjuk ruling, on June 22, The ADL has flaunted its 
LENCED.] the ADL suffered a second major use of gangster money to run its 

Demjanjukmay survive an setback when the U.S. Supreme penetration and subversion of the 
ADL-orchestrated ordeal which Court unanimously struck down American judicial system. Jailed 
others did not. Karl Linnas an ADL-written St. Paul, Minn. insider traders Michael Milken 
stripped of his American citizen- ordinance banning certain free and Ivan Boesky were big-time 
ship in 1987 and deported to the speech acts as “hate crimes”. backers of the ADL “hate crime” 
Soviet Union to stand trial as a Even this Supreme Court, which hoax, as was accused narco-dol- 
war criminal, died in a Soviet has the worst record of any high lar launderer Edmond Saf. of 
prison. Similarly, Ante court in decades for tramplingon the Republic National Bank of 
Artukovich,alsochargedwithwar individual constitutional rights, New York. p: Also, fa what it 
crimes, died in aYugoslav prison. had to draw the line at the kinds may be worth--Ross Perot was 
Artukovich’s family has now pm- of schemes the ADL was peddling alsrge contributor.] Bootlegger’s 
duced documents showing that to outlaw “thought crimes”. p: son Edgar Bronfman, a pivotal 
he, too, was sent to his death by Our people are continuing tar- figure worldwide in the “Nazi- 
a Justice Department (USA) and gets of this group a& speakers hunting” drive, for years ran the 
ADL apparatus that had in its regarding JOURNALS which ADL’s fundraising effort in New 
possession archival documents have nothing to do with York. In the mid-1980’s, Murder, 
proving his innocence of the m, Jews a wern- Inc. mobster Morris Dalitz was 
crimes charged. me.utare”BANNE D” from mak- honored by the ADL’s Torch of 

Tzerchim Soobzokov, a ing “speeches” or upresenta- Liberty awarded for his generous 
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amount of work yet waiting. I 
am PLEASED INDEED that 
some of the past urgent and 
important %srw writings of 
the ICXZWWS and LIBERATOR 
will be republished fm, if you 
are a recent reader, YOU ARE 
FAR, FAR BEHIND!] 

The ADL’s links to federal, 
state, and local police and pros- 
ecutors must be severed. Given 
the League’s close ties to intema- 
tional drug traffickers, this is an 
urgent matter ofnational security. 
The scandals of the Demjanjuk 
case and the “hate crime” bill 
offer the best opportunity to sever 
those ties and put the gangsters 
of the ADL behind bars, where 
they belong. 

END OF QUOTING 

POPE IN HOSPITAL FOR 
“REPAIRS” 

Is it not interesting that RIGHT 
NOW the Pope set up by .the 
adversary for the current position 
is now going to be hospitalized for 
“repairs” of some sort of ‘thing” 
relative to his “assassination at- 
tempt” many years past???? 
Chelas, if you miss “this one” 

Circassian-American, was actu- tions” throughout Canada. funding of the League through you are blind as salamanders! 
ally able to prove that the ADL Mor~er, the one, SATAN’S his racketeering empire. 
and OS1 @war crime” charges DRUMMERS, is confiscated at EARTHOUAKES 
against him were false. As the the border along with most all NARCO-DOLLAR POWER 
result, he won a multimillion- otherJOURNALSINOPENSHIP- BASE Indeed this yesterday earth- 
dollar libel suit against the New MENTS-BECAUSE IT IS quake in Mojave, California was 
York 7%mes for pushing the ADL- CLAIMED TO BE uCHILD POR- In fact, the key to ADL IMPORTANT. Recall I warned you 
and KGB-manufactured slanders NOGRAPHYn . This one JOUR- . power inside and outside the gov- about any quakes on or near that 
against him-only to be mur- NAL h about the most anti- emment is the clout of narco- Garlock Fault must be watched 
deredinabombattackin 1.985in childabused ocumenteverwrit- dollars in the American banking most carefully! Note further that 
which ADL agent pmuocuteut ten, so do you see how evil system and economy. Former it was, as were the prior two major 
Mordechai Levy was implicated. wwksby eingthe opposite ADL national chairman Kenneth quakes, over strategic areas of 

Had the U.S. government of Truth in EVERY INSThEE Bialkin, abigshotWallStreet law- underground facilities and the 
listened to Lyndon LaRouche’s ANDTHEN, WHATTHEPUBLIC yer, was the architect of Robert side quakes were NOT 
repeated warnings that the OS1 IS TOLD IS WHAT THE PUBLIC Vesco’s Caribbean drug-smug- DISTRACTORS but very, very “on 
and ADL were acting as fronts for BELIEVES? My people receive gling and money-laundering em- target” such as the massive un- 
the Soviet KGB and Israeli regular death threats, attempt pire. m: Which,afumrse, with dergmund facility at 29 Palms 
Mossad, pouring counterfeit evi- at same, lawsuits and farmal theinformationoutlaidforyou, (Marine base), Ridgecrest (China 
dence into the U.S. courts to Satanic cult curses. But then, you can m right to the in- Lake Naval Weapons Center and 
murder ‘innocent American citi- cheIas, Satan daims the label side of t&e White House. No, I largestofaIlthe California under- 
zens, aI.l this could have been of UMorning statn and “Prince am not going to repeat it all ground secret facilities) and now, 
prevented. [H: Yeas, it DID SAY ofLight”- younotseeHOW herein-gettheTANGLEDWEB California City (right at Edwards 
LYNDON LA ROUCHE. Why do IT WORKS? You must always &es and the or&inal JOUR- dooryard!). This indicates many 
you thiaL the Justice Depart- discern by the uena& flow” N&!3 and you fi have it ALL things but not the least of which 
ment has Lyndon La Rouche in and insight measured against via authentic and co-ed is “terminal” backfeed amplifier 
prison-probablyfortherestof the laws of God and Creation if sour-. We cannot longer do contact-well planned and well 
his life if you do nothing to set you will be knowing enough to regular “catch-upis” for we are tested-NOW. 
it RIGHT? h Rouche crossed “know thine enemy”!] sovery short oftime and space Note other ‘news” bears a big 
these criminal organizations According to its own litera- in which to accomplish the show and tell of Photon energy 
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bombarded by ones uaccusi&’ THE SUMARlANS-A LOST that of astronomy. Answers to 
us of “stealing” Zecharia Sitchin CMLIZATION FOUND questions that astronomers and 

The d$erence between the material. What mean ye, readers scientists have been unable. to 

right word and the almost 
and discounters? I have not even ;About thirty years ago ar- fathom in the course of our civili- 
gotten into the erroneous conclu- chaeologists unearthed the civili- zation were brought to light. 

right word is the d@erence sions of this author and, typical of zation of the Sumarians. Sumaria From the Sumarian texts 

between lightning and the the adversary, already the arrows was located just north of what the history, customs, culture and 

lightning bug. 
fly? You are showing your own “was” part of the Palestine bor- religion have become known. It 
ignorance and readers will not dering countryside. This region has been learned that Sumaria 

- Mark Twain longbeintimidatednorimpressed then became known as was overcome in battle by the 
by your rantings and ravings. Mesopotamia. Much data more Hebrew tribe from south of their 

border, they being completely 
decimated and overrun by the 

“Y 4books or PHOENIX JOURNALS: TANGLED WEBS SERIES 0 more & receive a 
10% discount 1 America West Publishers, a Nevada corporation,??OO-729-4131 

“GOTCHA” LOOSEN THE KNOTS AND TANGLES 
TANGLED WEBS - - VOL. I TANGLED WEBS - - VOLUME IV 

$lO.OO... By Hatonn $lO.OO...By Hatonn 
Hatonn reveals the tangled webs of deceit woven through- Hatonn exposes the history of worldwide CIA covert 
out all religions. Topics include: The Holy War-Origins operations, referred to as “Clandestine Services”, begin- 
of the Christian doctrine - Desecration of Judaism -The ning in the early 1950’s through the 1970’s as presented 
role of British Freemasonry - New Age Deception and by two former insiders. Other Topics: CIA involve- 
what is meant by the ONE WORLD CHURCH. Also ment with Cuban exile groups and Bay of Pigs veterans 
included are updates on current world events. - Some of the CIA “Proprietary” Organizations and 

Corporations. Plus current events. 

Hebrews. A study of the Hebrew 
culture and religion and a com- 
pa.risonwiththatoftheSumaxians 
as revealed in their texts dating 
back thousands of years before 
any known history of the Hebrew 
tribe discloses the unmistakable 
truth that the Hebrew culture 
and religion had been taken over 
from the Sumarian s and made 
the Hebrew culture and religion. 
In other words, the H-s 
hadapprvpriutedthecultutre 

“GOTCHA” - - AGAIN EORCES OF THE ENEMY WITHIN 
andrreligionof theiswnarfans 

TANGLED WEBS - - VOL. II 
and pmclaimed these newly- 

TANGLED WEBS - - VOL. V 
$1 O.OO...By Hatonn 

found Sumarian accom- 
$lO.OO...By Hatonn/Aton 

Hatonn presents the history and operations of the CIA, 
pliShtM?Tl~aStheiroum,espe- 

This volume 
also called the “Cult of Intelligence”, since 1952, as 

Hatonn unveils our enemies upon the planet. &all& the rreligion fmm that 

presented by two former insiders (IMA and A) who 
continues with the exposure of CIA evil deeds and HOW 

remain anonymous fortheirprotection. Related Topics: 
the leaders of this elite organization have controlled and 

time forwad. In his book, 
CHRISI WAS NOT A JEW, the 

Oliver Stone and JFK - Psychological warfare - Espio- 
manipulated the internal socioeconomic and political 
affairs of the U.S.A. and many other countries. Plus 

author states that the Galileans 

nage and Counterespionage - Bush and CIA connection Other Topics. 
were descended from the 

- National Security Act. Sumarians and were different 
fiom the Judeans to the south. 

THE MOTHER OF ALL WEBS, SILENT BLOOD SUCKERS OF THE The people of Galilee were not 
TANGLED WEBS - - VOL. III TANGLED WEBS - - VOL. VI Hebrew but in the course of time 

!§lO.OO...By Hatonn $10.00 By Hatonn/Aton had adapted the Hebrew religion. 

Hatonn outlines the history ofworldwide CIA operations, Hatonn winds up the exposure of the tangled webs of evil 
We might even speculate that 

including the “ideals” adopted and enforced by CIA power and deceit perpetrated by the CIA as unfolded by 
they had retained some remnants 

leaders and operatives, theirmethods ofinfluence in world two former “insiders”. Some Topics: National Security 
of the long-fozotten religion of 

affairs and how they escape scrutiny by the American Intelligence Directives (NSCID) codified in 1959 and 
Sumaria, the real origin of the 

people. Some Topics: CIA operatives McCone, since expanded - How CIA hides budget from Congress - Hebrew religion. The Hebrew re- 

McNamara, Helms and Dulles - The Eaton Study - Suc- The 40 Committee’s role in the CRAFT OF INTELLI- ligion became known as Judal 
cesses and Failures of CIA operations - Presidential GENCE-National Security Council head Henry Kissinger ism, and later, actually only in 
interest in CIA - Hemy Kissinger - George Bush, Zapata - Presidential approval of CIA operations: NEVER on theearIy18thcenturywerekthe 

Offshore Oil Company and the CIA - Tavistock Institute. paper. Judeans called uJews”. How- 
ever, since that t+e &unsZutms 

and even demonstrates the need 
for s-extra-darkened goggles 
and intense enhancement of re- 

Missing sumarian And ~~~?~~e$!e~a~ 
result of brilliant work by the 

cent photon laser beams--“which 
are intended for use as aircraft 
thrust systems.” Pay attention 
and between the lines you will 
find all the confirmation of truth 
which you will need. Watch vari- 
ous players and you will even fmd 
the culprits by what they are 
doing and WHERE. 

authors of several books on Hebrew History Found Sumws. They were able to 
decipher and spell out their lan- 

^ guage. The location of this “find” 
‘7112192 # 1 HATONN Thank you M.M.O’L for the was at the place of “Sumar” in 

following which I shall simply copy modern Iraq. 
There is one assault against for this person went and did some Among the many branches 

my scribe which I intend to put to “homework” for YOU: of knowledge that have been en- 
rest right now. We are again riched by the Sumarian texts was 
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of the Bible have used the word 
=Jew” back to the beginning of 
the Bible using-it in place of Christ Was Not A Jew- 
Judean. 

The early leaders of the 
Hebrew tribe close to the time of 

Excerpts From Pontius Pilate’s Report 
their embracing the Sumarian 7/12/92 Cl HATONN a&ene~ce.Whatacou- 
religion knew what they were bastbetsmemhimaudhiicheer- 
about. They wrote their history From official documents of ers with their black beards and 
and Biblical stories to conform to Historical Records made in the tawq axnw. 
their new-found religion, effec- Days of Jesus Christ (the Arckko ‘..... Never have I mad in the 
tively blotting out the history of volume in the Congressional bi- worksofthephilosophersanything 
Sumaria to whom had been given bm.ry in Washington, B.C.) This that can compare to the maxims of 
the knowledge of the true God eye witness, Pontius pilote, testi- Esu. OneoftherebelliousJudeans 
thousands of years before. That fied u Jesus” &d not LC)OK,THINK ~0 numerous in Jerusalem, having 
Sumaria had ever existed was ORACT like a Jew. Youalso have asked E&u if it was lawful to give 
wholly forgotten. to know if you go and get hands tribute to Caesar, he replied, ‘Ren- 

It can be contided that on this document that you will der unto Caesar the things that 
the “Jews” knew in Christ’s 
own time that he was not a 
uJew” and have known since 
then, but it has been a great 
advantage to the Jewish cause 
for them to further this belief 
since it implies a prominent 
superiority of the Jew over the 
Chris~subconsciousIyinthe 
minds of Christians, while the 
Jew himselfhas continued as a 
group to despise Christianity. 

The Hebrew people were a 
tribe whose history is known only 
back a few centuries BC. They 
were not capable of the high civi- 
lization attained by the 
Sumarians. The religion of 
Sumariawas akin to Christianity 
in many aspects. 

END QUOTE 
Thisabovewritingwaswritten 

and sent to me on June 24,1992, 
and I thank you greatly for 
Dharma is totally baffle.d by the 
information I give her and after a 
few arrow piercings she can get 
pretty upset with the world as it is 
AND I-IATONN. 

The next is equally informa- 
tive and eye-openingand you don’t 
have to believe a bodiless voice or 
writing fingers. However, not to 
be lessened is the “...moving fm- 
ger writes and having writ moves 
on...” and the “..handwriting on 
the wall by a bodiless, armless 
hand!” Ponder it, chelas, where 
there is smoke---there was actu- 
ally some kind of fire. 

Love is like the moon; when it 
doesn ‘t increase it decreases. 

-A. W von Schlegel 

fmd the label “Jesus” to be “ex- 
plained” as translated “later”. 
Also were errors made in refer- 
ence to the “Jews” as translated 
from “Judeans”. I simply want 
you to note this material IS IN 
THE CONGRESSIONAL LI- 
BRARY IN WASHINGTON, D.C.! 
WHAT ELSE HAS BEEN KEPT 
FROM YOUR EYES AND 
EARS??? 

To Tiberius Caesar, Emperor 
of Rome 

Noble Sovereign, Greeting: 
u . . . . . Among the various ru- 

mors that came to my ears there 
was one in particular that at- 
tracted my attention. A young 
man it was said had appeared in 
Galilee preaching with a noble 
unction a new law in the name of 
the God that had sent him. At 
first I was apprehensive that his 
design was to stir up the people 
against the Romans, but my fears 
were soon dispelled. Esu (trans- 
lated ‘Jesus’J of Nmth., spoke 
rather as friend of the Romans 
than of the Judeans (erroneously 
translated ‘Jews’). One day in 
passing by the place I observed in 
the midst of the group a young 
man who was leaning against a 
tree calmly addressing the multi- 
tude. I was told it was “Esu 
Immanuel”. This I could easily 
have suspected so great was the 
difference between him and 
those listening to him. His 
golden-colored hair and beard 
gave to his appearake a ceks- 
tial aspect. He appeared to be 
about thirty years of age. Never 
have I seen a sweeter or more 

belongto Caesar and unto God the 
things that are God’s 

“‘Esu,’ said I unto him at last 
and my tongue faltered, ‘Esu of 

?I wmte to Esu requesting an 
inteiviewwithhimattheheetorium. 
He come. You know that in my 

Nazareth, for the last three years I 

veins flows the Spanish mixed with 
Roman blood, asincapable of fear 

ha--e granted you ample Ii-eedom of 

as it is of weak emotion. 

speechnordohegretit. Yourwords 

When the 
Nazarene made his appearance I 
was walkingin my basilicaand my 

are those of a sage. I know not 

feet seemed fastened with an iron 
hand to the marble pavement and I 

whether you have read Socrates or 

trembled in every limb as does a 
guilty culprit, though the Nazarene 

Plato, but this I know, there is in 

was as calm as innocence itself. 
When he came up to me he stopped 

your discourses a majestic simplic- 

and by a signal sign he seemed to 
say to me, 1 am here,’ though he 

ity that elevates you far above these 

spoke NOT a word. 

philosophers. 

For some time 
lcontemplatedwithadmimtionand 
awethisartraordinarytypeofman- 
a type of man unknown to our 
numemus painters who have given 
formandIiguretoallt.heGodsand 
heroes. There was nothing about 
him that was repelling in its charac- 
teryet I felt too awed and tremulous 
to approach him. 

Y . . . . . Your blood shall not be 
spilt,‘said Iwithdeep emotion. You 
are now more pmcious in my esti- 
mation on account ofyour wisdom, 
than all the turbulent and proud 

Fbaisees who abuse the f&x&n 
gr?antedthembytheRornans. They 
conspire against Caesar and con- 
vert his bounty into fear, impless- 
ingtheunleamedthatCaesarisa 
tyrant and seeks their ruin. In= 
lent wretches. They-are not awaxe 
thatthewolfofthe%ersometimes 
clothes himselfwith the skinof the 
sheep to accomplish h&wicked 
designs. I will protect you against 
them. My pmetorium shall be an 
asylum sacred both day and nightI . 
Esu carelessly shook his 
head . . . . . . . . . . . . R 

Y am your most obedient ser- 
vant, 

“Fontius pilote” 

Thank you M., for perhaps oth- 
ers will now go seek further infor: 
mation and confirmation that we 
are not here to feed you more lies 
upon those already bringingyou to 
the point of destruction. 

You will note that as the history 
of “this” time in passage is written, 
our work will be despoiled and 
mistranslated-but remaining wil,I 
be theTRUTH as set to print for later 
finding. We, too, will cease to bear 
the mark of “Caesar’s enemy” for 
we am not about “Caesar” and 
‘enemiesn-we are ‘about our 
Father’s work’. 

As we sit to write again, we will 
probably move back to the clandes- 
tine for I have now gained personal 
permission to publish other mate- 
rial of urgent importance. Then as 
we continue we need to cover more 
on this “Divine Plan” and evolve- 
ment of Man as you know him 

I think it appropriate to inter- 
ruptthewritirigatthispoint toallow 

and God as you Don’t know Him. 

you to ponder on the points. We 
have a meeting this afternoon and$ 

Blessings rest upon ye ones of 

must release Dharma to her tasks. 

Truth. 
Salu, Hatonn to clear. 

POLITICS: 
i’lie career ofplundering 1 

and blundering. /I 
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Adversarial Attack 
On Rav Renick 

J 

HATONN 7/13/92 #2 

I have been utilizing material 
sent by Raymond E. Renick in 
several back writings. [ &%or’s 
note: This refers to the Sun Luis 
Obispo, CA connectiorl to the New 
World Order conspiracy as 
outlayed by ‘R.R. ” in segments in 
theprevious three LIBERATOR is- 
sues. That outlay draws upon 
R.R.‘s lengthier dissertations on 
the various subjects that are noted 
below.] I come now to having to 
give names and details. I have 
permission and still I dislike the 
job because I know -what added 
burden will be forthcoming to 
have this information come from 
my =penn. You ones will come, 
one day, to realize the truth of my 
being but it is hard when the lies 
have been so deep and thick that 
belief in ANYTHING becomes all 
but impossible. 

Ray, I simply ask that you 
stay within touch and within 
my shielding and you will be 
fme, son. I come in the service 
only unto GOD OF LIGHT IN 
DMNE SOURCE; we have a 
mission and we shall serve to 
thebest of our abilities-which 
by the way, are quite wondrous 
indeed. Confirmation will be 
comingjust for now, please 
accept possibilities so that per- 
mission is granted to us for 
“covd’. 

STATEMENT OF RAYMOND E. 
RENICK 

PREPARATION FOR FUTURE 
LITIGATION 

QUOTING: 
About 17 years ago, my 

brother John Renick was mur- 
dered in Phoenix, AZ. The Phoe- 
nix police covered it up and “1osV 
ail the records and called it a 
“suicide”. John was working for 

a company owned by a conglom- the papers are contracted by 
erate controlled by Senator Barry the government.) 
Goldwater. John was passing The purpose of the 
information about the Senator’s preceeding paragraphs are to 
complicity in drug t.rafIicking, land impress upon Katherine Abbey, 
fraud and murder to a reporter Lloyd Somogy, and Phillip Simon 
named Don Bols. Don Bols was the fact that I have NO intention 
murdered in 1975 by a bomb of playing a Mickey Mouse legal 
placed in his car. This informa- game in a court controlled by 
tion can be found in a book called friends of Judge William P. Clark. 
THE ARIZONA PROJECT by Clark, as National Security Advi- 
Michael Wendland. sor to President Ronald Reagan, 

Don Bols worked for the helped plan the murder of the 
newspaper The Arizona Republic 269 people aboard the Korean 
which is owned by the Pulliam Airlines Flight #007. 
family. The Pulliam family also Rest assured that there are 
owns an Indiana newspaper called MANY copies of this paper ready 
TheIndianapolis Star. The Pulliam to be mailed at a moment’s notice. 
family is the maternal side of Theywill be sent to the courts, the 
Vice-President Dan QuavZe. newspapers, the Government, the 
Quayle is also implicated in many families involved and everyone 
of the illegal activities presented mentioned on these pages. The 
in the Christic Institute lawsuit Congress is conducting investi- 
under the RICO statutes. I per- gations on some of the subjects 
sonallyexchangeinformationwith mentioned here. [Hatonn: Add 
Mr. Daniel Sheehan, the chief tothislistingtheConstitutional 

counsel of the Christic Institute. Law Center and see to it that 
Aboutsixyearsagoafriend ALL INFORMATION in full, be 

of mine, Scott Alexander was into their hands and dispersed 
murdered in Morro Bay. Scott in at least three separate secu- 
was working with a DEA agent rity placements instantly!! IF 
namedMichaelFrancisAivaz. The THE ADVERSARY WANTS TO 
San LuisObispoSheriffsDepart- GET aDOWN AND DIRTY” I 
ment listed his death as a “sui- BELIEVE HE HAS MEI’ HIS 
tide” also. Scott was in posses- MATCH!] 
sion of much information about Upon enlisting in the Ma- 
local drug trafficking and mur- rines almost 40 years ago, I swore 
ders. He probably knew of the an oath to “Defend and Protect 
deaths of Niel McCrea and Steven the Constitution of the United 
Carr. (See ’ The 2&O C&v7.ection” States of America Against All 
and other papers.) Enemies, Foreign and Domestic”. 

The information that Scott Looks like someone is calling in 
and John possessed was infmi- my note. For several years I have 
tesimal compared to information been engaged .in a campaign to 
I havegathered over 4Oyears. My expose the crimes of scum-bag 
life has been threatened more government officials (including 
than once. Frankly, I am amazed several sleaze-ball Marines). This 
that I am still alive. (Chrez 200 effort has affected my private life 
persons were murdered who and I am faced with some slimy 
saw William Greer ‘shoot John litigation. This paper is a strange 
Kennedy 28years ago. Many of combination of public and per- 
the murders you read about in sonal issues, but it shows what I 
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can happen when you defend your 
“certain unalienable rightswhich 
are endowed by the Creator”. 

Strangely, Katherine Ab- 
beyhasrejectedany“outofcourV 
conferences. I’m sure the court 
will not look too kindly upon that 
decision. [H: Unless, of course, 
the court is the typical “fupexl” 
circus now being presented in 
every “citizen” case.] 

1. The court will NOT be 
thrilled to receive a public pe- 
tition for a dismissal and pri; 
vate settlement. The San Luis 
Obispo courts are biased and 
prejudiced,especiallyconcem- 
ing their own Judge William P. 
Clark of Sinshe‘imer, 
Schiebelhut and Baggett, who, 
along with ex-president Ro- 
nald Reagan and ot.hercounty 
officials are involved with per- 
sons in drug trafficking, mur- 
der, money laundering. (See 
paper, THE SLO CONNEC- 
TION.) [H: Previously printed 
in LIBEl&WOR.] 

President George Bush 
will not be too happy to be 
sucked into a penny-ante 
case which could reveal 
that he and his son Jeb 
were involved with a cer- 
tain Panamanian dictator 
in drug t&licking and had 
to have a witness named 
Steven Car-r murdered by 
local drug traffickers. The 
“hit” was performed by a 
man from the Cicilia- 
Falcone drug cartel of 
Tijuana(andLosOsos)and 
wascovered up by San Luis 
officials. (See THE UN- 
DERGROUND EMPIRE 
and THE CUTOLO AFFI- 

[H: Repriuted in DAVIT.) 
recent LIBERATOR.] 
2. Judge William P. Clarkwill 
not be too thrilled to see his 
name in a public court tran- 
script concerning his facing 
charges on bombing the KAL 
007 airliner. Neither will the 
sitting judges who are friends 
of Clark be very thrilled. 
3. Carol Hallett will not be 
happy to get sucked into this 
proceeding. She is already 
mentioned in the Kerry Com- 
mittee U.S. Senate Report on 
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Terrorism and Narcotics. 
4. William Johnston of Los 
Osos, realtor, wilI not be happy 
to be dragged into court since 
he has had shady real estate 
dealings in the past. He will be 
hard put to explain how he 
can notarize legal documents 
with a notaty seal that has 
been expired for three years! 
This fact alone should neu- 
trakze this whole proceeding. 
5. Sheriff Ed Williamswill not 
be thrilled to find out some of 
his finest deputies are men- 
tioned in papers connected to 
this proceeding. Is it possible 
that the Sheriff himself is in- 
volved in this? Has not the 
Sheriffbeen involved in shady 
real estate dealings? Isn’t real 
estate a classic way of laun- 
dering drug money? [Hatonn: 
While you ones are uat itn, 
please continue the investi- 
gation to include Santa Bar- 
bara Savings and Loan, Shea 
and Gould, Home Fed. Sav- 
ings, Solomon Brothers and 
Resolution Trust Corpora- 
tion coalition, also the 
Deukmajianccmnection,the 
municipal courts of Kern 
county (along with other 
counties adjacent), local in- 
volvement with Judges and 
legal fums in all county 
courts and how many more 
billions just the folding of 
Home Fed will cost YOU- 
THE-PEOPLE. In the pro- 
cess, Law Center, note the 
PUSH to bring intoLAW the 
U~Eh~CC&,.&i,&9 

so that there wiIl be legal 
precedence for taking ALL 
property from ygu-the- 
people on any drummed-up 
basis AT ALL! THE ONLY 
WAY TO WIN THESE 
ROUNDS IS TO GATHER 
TOGETHER AND MOVE!!] 
6. The Board of Supervisors 
will also not be happy to be 
dragged into this. Several 
board members have received 
large political contributions 
from cattle and real estate 
Political Action Committees 
(PACs). Realestateisaclassic 
way oflaunderingdrugmoney! 

The local cattle busi- 

nesses have long been in- 
volved in importing cattle 
from Mexico. Not only do 
the trucks have secret com- 
partments for drugs, but 
the cattle themselves carry 
drugs in their bodies. Some 
supervisors have gotten 
rich off the destruction of 
our children. (Read the 
book THE UNDER- 
GROUND EMPIRE and 
THE SLO CONNECTION.) 
7. Lt. Colonel Richard Peasley 
isNOTgoingtobehappyabout 
this! Along with Lt. Col. Rob- 
ert McFarland (USMC) and 
Marine Lt. Col. Oliver North, 
the three of them, working 
with the National Security 
Agency brought us such “neat 
ideas” as the internal sabo- 
tage of the Delta Force hos- 
tage rescue attempt (at”Desert 
One”) and the 1983 bombing 
of the Korean air liner KAL 
007. Judge William P. Clark 
was head of the NSA at the 
time of the KAL 007 bombing. 
Clark is a resident of San Luis 
Obispo County and Peasley 
was a resident of San Luis 
Obispo County (Paso Robles). 

Clark’s protege, Col. 
Richard Peasley was Com- 
mander-in-chief of the 
White House helicopter 
squadron “Marine One” 
as well as chief of White 
House security. As “Top 
Gun” of Marine aviation 
he would be the White 
House expert on how to 
blow airplanes out of the 
sky. 

Shortly after the b7 
bombing, Clark hurriedly 
left the NSAand McFarland 
took his place. 

In June of 1986, there 
was another plot to assas- 
sinate President Ronald 
Reagan by blowing his he- 
licopter out of the sky on 
his trip to Venice, Italy. 
The plot was to be carried 
out by Col. Oliver North’s 
partners in Iran-Contra, 
Syrian terrorists Abu Nidal 
and Monsur Al-Kassar. 
Thepwposeofthisums 
toputGeorgeBushin 

ChargeUlldMtiat4?mCU- 

tial Zuw. Another San Luis 
resident, Gen. Louis 0. 
Giuffrida, was head of the 
Federal Emergency Man- 
agement Agency and in 
charge of planning and 
executingmartiallaw. (See 
“The King Alfred Plan-Rex 
84”) 

The commander of the 
helicopter squadron, “Ma- ~ 
rine One”, Col. Richard 
Peasley, quietly replaced 
himself as command pilot 
on this missionwith a sub- 
ordinate! Peasley did not 
go with President Reagan 
to Italy! The assassination 
plot was cancelled because 
in May 1986 the Christic 
Institute brought alawsuit 
against the U.S. Govern- 
ment for previous assassi- 
nations by these same 
people! (See “Avrigan vs. 
the United States”, “Co- 
caine Politics: Drugs, 
Armies, and the CIA in 
CentralAmerica’ Capt. 10, 
page 163 and Radio Free 
America #32.) 

On September 4,1986, 
after the funeral of Peasley’s 
mother, and after a few 
beers, Col. Peasley incurred 
a slight case of “Diarrhea 
of the Mouth”. In January 
1987, Col. Peasley resigned 
from the Marine Corps and 
went toBell Helicopter. (See 
“The Torbitt Document” 
about Bell’s role in the as- 
sassination of President 
John F. Kennedy.) 
8. Lloyd Somogy is not going 
to be happy when he learns 
that there are a thousand cop- 
ies of this paper awaiting his 
decision on how far to push 
this matter. Public officials 
are not going to be happy to 
learn that Somogy insisted on 
making a “federal case out of 
it”. The president is not going 
to be happy to hear a “hick” 
town lawyer is dragging his 
crimes into the public eye. 
matonn: Perhaps we could 
even make sure Mr. Bush 
gets a few dozen copies dur- 
ing his travels to southern 

California this week? How 
about some 10,000 scat- 
tered to the four corners of 
the globe? Is it about time, 
chelas, to take a stand for 
TRUTH instead of simply 
“mouth” it? This is far 
more devastating to a civili- 
zation and nation than a 
little earthquake or rain- 
storm! All we can do is 
suggest and then take ac- 
tioninthismannerfor1 
shall not stand silent while 
ANOTHER IS MURDERED 
for trying to bring you-the- 
people TRUTH. THIS KIND 
OF BLOOD IS FAR MORE 
DAMAGINGTHANANY CRU- 
CIFIED MAN IN SOME AN- 
CIENT TIME. Are YOU 
among the traitors to God 
and don’t even know it? I 
think you had best begin to 
reconsider the stories 
handeddowntoyoubecause 
thestuffisabouttohitall 
the fm and ALL will be 
caught inthespatters. What 
are YOU willing to do to 
changeyournationandyour 
world?? I wonder!] 
9. Phillip Simon and the 
courts and the Bar associa- 
tion are not happy about how 
he can represent three per- 
sons on opposing sides in the 
same matter. Simon was told 
“up front? that this prospec- 
tive client’s problem involved 
the murder of Scott Alexander 
and the cover-up and com- 
plicity of Mike Aivaz. Simon 
said “I don’twant to hear about 
it” and extended his hand for 
the retainer fee. Nevertheless 
he has information on it in his 
files. Perhaps someday Simon 
and Somogy can share an of- 
fice in Bulgaria or 
Mozambique. 
10. And of course, Katherine 
Abbey. 

A. She will not be 
happy to explain to the 
court why she perjured 
her official court docu- 
ments. Cancelled 
checks exist which 
show she spent many 
months engineering a 
“set-up”. 
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B. She will not be 
happy to again perjure 
herself about existing 
property agreements. 
She will be asked to 
produce the papers she 
took from the file cabi- 
net including the one 
with the illegal notary. 
C. She will not be 
happy to explain to the 
DEA about the mor- 
phine syringes -buried 
in the back yard which 
she “liberated” upon 
IhedeathsofMaryPeny 
and Helen Peasley. The 
RN licensing board and 
the administrator of 
Atascadero State Hospi- 
tal are also not going to 
be very happy either. 
Under the “zero toler- 
ancen laws this could 
result in complete con- 
fiscation of property. 
D. She will not be 
happy when asked to 
identify a certain M-2 
(select fire) carbine 
which she used in a 
shooting Qualification 
match for the Depart- 
ment of Civilian Marks- 
manship Program. The 
U.S. Army will have 
computer records of 
that qualification. The 
carbinewaspurchased 
with profits from a real 
estate transaction. The 
IRS does NOT have 
records of THAT trans- 
action. The IRS will not 
be happy. 
E. She especially 
will not be happy if any 
incarceration results. 

11. And finally, the 
CIPA-The Classified Informa- 
tion Protection Act. The CIPA 
is a shady law used by the 
courts to prevent government 
criminals from testifying in 
court about their illegal activi- 
ties. It was used during the 
Iran-Contra hearings to exon- 

bringing criminal charges 
against the government. It 
was used against Col. James 
“Bo” Gritz and the Christic 
Institute to prevent their bring- 
ing charges of crimes by.gov- 
ernment officials. There are 
also laws which provide for 
confiscation of assets of per- 
sons who write uncompli- 
mentary things about the gov- 
ernment. Some of the old 
rulings are CIA vs. Marchetti, 
Troon-Humphrey, and the 
Marshall rulings. There are 
new, even stricter laws about 
this which are so secret it is 
difficult to obtain any infor- 
mation about them. 

So-All the skeletons 
are out of the closet and all 
the bridgesare burned. The 
first three copies of this 
statement will be delivered 
to Simon, Somogy, and 
Abbey. I will expect a reply 
on intentions of proceed- 
ings within three days. 
After that an unlimited 
number of copies will be 
sent starting with George 
Bush. The local political 
activists and the Xerox ma- 
chineswill have a field day. 
END OF QUOTING 

*** 

I suggest to readers that it 
may well be less expensive to 
simply. get extra copies of this 
paper. Your friends want confir- 
mation of our validity and truth- 
here it is-ongoingan : as “James 
Bondish” as you can get and still 
be breathing. I suggest that you 
of the crew be prepared for extra 
printing and, of course, ones will 
probably wish back issues. I will, 
however, make every effort to get 
the JOURNAL bearing this whole 
information series immediately to 
press. Thank you. I depend on 
you readers, just as do other in- 
volved persons in our outlays, to 
scatter the information far and 
wide for it is the only security 
thesedaringspeakershav~pub- 
lit KNOWING. MURDER in pub- 

erate government scum-bags lit in front of everyone is diffi- 
and sleaze-ballsand keep their cult-but John Kennedy is valid 
misdeeds out of the court proofthat it CAN BE DONE! But, 
records. Conversely it is used NOT IFYOU ARE REALLY LOOK- 
to prevent honest citizens from ING! 

Dharma Set-up 
Yesterday 

7/13/92 #l HATONN 

I must ask you local ones to 
be alert; cautious and act with 
the seriousness thismust have. 
A “hit” was set-up for Dharma 
yesterday and that is why I had 
to remove her physically. We 
have no pick with anyone but 
damage to my crew is unac- 
ceptable and I shall take any 
action required if actual at- 
tempts are carried through. 
Thisisdirectwarningiuforma- 
tion to the receivers of this 
electronic monitoring. I shall 
be patient with antics such as 
yesterday but I will tolerate no 
follow-through. My crew is off- 
limits and I suggest that all you 
Elite puppets respect agree- 
ments for you shall NOT LIKE 
MYDEFENSESYSTEMSIFIAM 
FORCED TO USE THEM! 

“And just who do you think 
you are?” you ask? I KNOW 
THATIAM PLENTYBIGENOUGH 

TOVAPORIZEANYOFYOU-WE 
CAN CALL IT “UNCREATE” IF 
YOU PREFER. THERE ARE 
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our people and secure them. The 
command in point is to tell you 
the truth ofYour Divine creation 
and journey and the more rapidly 
we are left alone to get it done- 
the sooner we shall be out ofyour 
hair and leave you to your own 
chosen destruction or change- 
whichever you CHOOSE. 

You will not, either, be al- 
lowed to greatly damage the 
crystal communications cen- 
tral system-it is now my sug- 
gestion that you stop your silly 
adventures at same. Ibelieve it 
is time to “get Seriousn be- 
cause we of my Command are 
VERY SERIOUS! I salute my 
“enemies” because I am thus 
kept fully alert and on-my-toes, 
so to speak. I trust we can come 
into understanding without 
more painful encounters. MY 
MISSION IS OFF-LIMITS TO 
YOUR SILLY GAMES AND I 
PROFFER A GENTLE RE- 
MINDER OF SAME. SALU 

Important Notice 
To Readers 

7/15/92 #l HATONN 

RULES TO THIS ADVERSARIAL It has just been brought to my 
GAME AND YOU CAN JUST GO attention that there is an offer of 
AHEAD AND MAKE MY DAY”. I “exchanging” our “mailing list” 
most surely suggest you back off with, at this moment of writing, 
from my people-this is not idle unknown others. NO, NO AND 
threat or simple warning-this is NO, NO!! If this happens I shall 
FACT. make immediate changes in all 

I care not one iota whether or connected publication/distribu- 
not you believe in UFOs and tion areas. OUR PROMISE TO 
Space-men aliens. We are here OUR SUBSCRIBERS, READERS 
and your Elite Puppet-masters AND WORKERSIS FOR TO- 
KNOWUSWELLandwewillkeep TALPRIVACYOFLISTINGS! IF. 
out of things just as long as the WE NEED LARGER LISTINGS- 
treaties and agreements, made THEY CAN BE PURCHASED OR 
by your so-called leaders, are WHATEVER-OURS WILL NOT 
honored-break them and the BE GIVEN, SOLD OR EX- 
piper WILL be paid. CHANGED. If our promise is 

We would never have even not honored, THEN HOW DO 
gotten into your affairs to the WE EXPECT ANYONE TO 
extent we have if you had not HONOR US? Something is get- 
broken every moral lawful code tingvery confused and confusing 
regarding my people’s property for if I fmd that that promise has 
and lives--BY THISVERY BUNCH been betrayed intentionally1 shall 
OF CRIMINALS AND BLOOD- take action. 
SUCKERS. Our mission to your Further notation to the writ- 
planet is not to war, not to panic ers who are finding “errors” in 
nor terrorize but simply to gather the book, COMMITTEE OF 300, 
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and somehow blame me for same. 
This book was suggested by me 
for information. I-did not write it 
or promise total perfection-this 

Confirmations Pouring 
is WHY it is NOT a JOURNAL as 
such. It is for your confirmation 
of that which we have given and 
we honor the author who is hu- 

In From All Over 
man, from the British Intelligence 
forces, and has efforted to his, 7/15/92 #l HATONN comes “inside” information XX+ “release it*. Let “reason” be 
best ability within his knowledge ported from off-shore that “some your insight and wisdom your 
to bring you information. How DAD-BLAMED big and major occurrence is guide. I think you will note the 
OTHER published material is CONFIRMATIONS: plarrned for the 28th”. Are YOU “accidental” misrepresentation of 
handled is not in my prerogative COULD HATONN BE Wm getting the picture, friends? Here my label as (Hardon, i.e., Hard- 
to attend oreven co&yent u&n- HE SAYS HE IS? 
but, privacy and security will at 
all times be honored with the How nice that you don’t have 
“Phoenix” material and partici- to concern yourself about it!?!? 
pant references. This is not a TruthfromANYSOURCEisTruth 
negotiable item and there can be and confiations we flcmhg 

NO COMPROMISE. Thank you. in. If you have been listening and 
L 4 

CRY OF THE PHOENIX 
DEATH RATTLE OF 

FREEDOM, 
THE PLAN’ “2000’ 

%lO.OO...Trade Paper...Hatonn 
If you are not guaranteed a place 
among the Elite this book describes 
your f&.xe and how you might 
help change it. Thegovernment of 
the U.S. A. is now firmly in the 
hands of the Elitist Cartel, includ- 
ing the world bankers, who are 
dedicated to the collapsing of all 
nations into a One World Govern- 
ment by the year 2000. . t 

DESTRUCTION 
OF A PLANET 

ZIONISM IS RACISM 

By Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn 
$lO.OO...(plus shipping) 

Find out how you have b&en lied 
to about the cause and reasons 
for most wars and the real goals 
of the “New World Order” 
which is to rule the world with 
total control and an iron fist. 
Find out how you are being kept 
track of by computers in every 
detail of your lives. Read the 
story of how the man-created or 
man-enhanced diseases (AIDS, 
Flu, etc,), man-created disasters 
of droughts, wars, floods, earth- 
quakes, volcanos, will continue 
to kill off the unwanted. 

Call America West, 
a Nevada corporation 
l-800-729-4131 

acting you are in good shape this 
day-if not, a lot of ones are going 
to be sorely hurting. I suggest the 
frst thing you do upon receiving 
this is to get straight with higher 
Source. 

Ifyou thinkIjest about planned 
Earthquakes, etc., I want all of 
you to know that “precious pret- 
ties” and dangerous objects have 
been removed and packed, on the 
floor, lamps set on the floor and 
all cupboards latched shut with 
elastid cords or bands-IN THIS 
HOUSEHOLD WHEREIN WE 
EXPECT NO MORE THAN A 4 
POINTER. BUT, WITH A MAS- 
SIVE QUAKE ON THE SAN 
ANDREAS YOU WILL HAVE 
LARGE IMPACT A THOUSAND 
MILES AWAY FOR IT IS IN- 
TENDED TO STRIKE INLAND AS 
FAR AS LAS VEGAS AND SALT 
LAKE FROM THE WEST AND 
EQUIDISTANT FROM THE EAST 
COAST. AT THIS POINT (TODAY 
IS DECISION DAY) IT IS UNDE- 
CIDED WHICH TO IMPACT 
FIRST-EAST OR WEST-BUT 
THE U.S.A. IS THE TARGEI’ FOR 
FIRST-BLOOD. 

OTHER LOSSES 

OK, harken up. You, again, 
do not have to listen to Hatonn 
because the media and insiders 
are now spreadingtheword: Beam 
interruptions are planned for the 
period of time from the 23rd on in 
sporadic doses-globallv. Now, 

on in there&l be one continuous on) and other “cute” observa- 
string of events until you will be tions. This will be typical of ‘that 
emotionally exhausted and vul- which you get “back” from even 
nerable to all, in mass numbers. loved ones of closest relationship. 

Horse’s mouth? Is Bush Why argue? You do naught for 
“horse enough”? Is he planner or them and waste valuable time for. 
puppet? Doesn’t matter does it? self. Just do not allow yourself to 
Will accusations get your sup- fall prey to their indecision and 
plies into order and your precious absurd inability to SEE and fail to 
thingsintosafetyinsteadofcrash- prepare for self. A lot of people 
ing off the tables and walls? Do drowned when Noah’s boat was 
you have what is needed for sev- launched, I suspect--even if the 
eral days of self-stability and care? story be only a fable. 
There is not one thing of “natu- “...... Ihope yac didn’t wti 
ral” happening which is not or- me to stay silent, *ht? Pve been 
chest-rated and thrust upon you Zisteniw to 3 straight weeks of 
unsuspecting citizens this day- your usual ramblings... soviet 
from quakes to floods to torna- nuclear u#a.ck possible on U.S. 
dos. which was later replaced by some 

Can you still function “within milder form of catastrvphe. Well, 

the system”? Of course- you once again, thanks to the “flood of 
cannot fimctionany othexway! information by Hanion and the 
Neither can you believe! a Ung quazillions ofpeople who read the 

they tell you about anything. I Liberator this week (all 421 of 
suggest if you are going to them)” the world was spared, the 
Ugamblen on who may be car- “Elite” and the “Jews” cancelled 
rect~ouobservethe:truth%o the genocide. How much longer 
Wfromthesepoliticalworker- are you going to buy this line that 
bees. Then THINK! What do I is being fed to you? 
have to gain from you? We take Haveyoueverwonderedabout 

no funds, we take no property, we how the “Elite”plans these disas- 
take nothing FROM YOU. I be- ters and takeovers...do they sit 
lieve the politicians cannot offer around a confer table and 
as much. discuss these deals?...and more 

importantly is Hardofi always 
TYPICAL “FAMILY” present!...how else would he be 

RECEPTION able to get a hold of information 
like this in such a shortperiod of 

I am going to reprint a portion lime?... Maybe he’s apart of the 
of a “family” letter (brother) of “Elite”? And why is he the only 

one of our most closely-working %vestigator” to everget a ho2d of 

persons. This one classifies the this info? Why is he the only one 
correspondence as ‘. . . hate mail who krwwsaboutthephotonbelt? 

from my brother”. Amusing? No, Is this individual sinisteror what? 

painful and deadly. But who A decade ago the tensions were 
shall ultimately pay for the lack of h@h between US/ USSR, now that 

care and respect of one for an- -seemed tohaue changed, 
other? I ask P.C. to consider and wh.q does this man still want (I 
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didn’t say predict) war? Never percentof U.S. adultsandchildren areinSaskatoon,Saskatchewan a German scientist suspected of 
does he everdo anythingto bridge diagnosed withAIDS, as of March and/oriutheYukonTerritory- helping Egypt develop missiies, 
the? gaps that exist in our worldly 30, were black) if we on@ have 42 1 readers? I Mr. Melman wrote. In September 
SOCi@j but mn, when he can tid it interesting to note that of 1962, another German scieri- 
lush-out at the Chinese, the Soui- RUSSIA/COMMUNISTS/ANTI- %bortionn is not particularly tist working for the Egyptians, 
ets, the Americans, the rich, the SEMITISM noted-only non-use of apes- Dr. Heinz Drug, disappeared 
Jews, the blacks, the Salvation thetics.] mysteriously. “It was suspected 
Army, Santa Clause and Peter the WIUIEMBER, Semites are that Mossad agents killed him.” 
Rabbit, he goes wild! w: Herein NOT “JEWS’.] SHAMIR LED HIT SOUAD p: They DID and “old pou- 
I cannot help defending my- 
self-1 never lashed out at Pe- 
ter the Rabbit!] Never, ever, 
anythingpositive. Yes Iknowz/ou 
see everything in that tabloid as 
beingpositive....well, hell, I’d hate 
to see what you consider-as nega- 
tive. 

Anyways, this is probably my 
lastcom?s$xxldencetoyaubeaxuse 
Idon”tuxmttohearanymoredoom 
86 gloom mm the Martian Tab- 
loid..! I won? have anything to 

s. write back to you about. 

Happy 4th of July! 
[Bs the way, it is also pre- 

dicted that “to make Hatonn 
go nuts, take away his cbold’ 
key!” That would do it!] 

S-here we go with YOUR 
informationbreakingthroughand 
with only “42 1” readers, surely 
you don’t need to “blame us”. 

AIDS 

Globe & Mail, 8th July, 1992: 

The ADS virus was genetically 
erzg’neered by white scientists to 
annihilate blackpeople, say black 
Muslims. Also, a cxlre is being 
covered up. The idea of such a 

w?lsp’mcy has found ready ac- 
ceptanceamong SanDiego’s black 
community, reports the San Diego 
Union-Tribune; even black health 
professionalssaysrqwlterChery1 
Clar, feel the idea is&t far- 
fetched Some cite a 1932-72 
government experiment in 
Tuskegee, Ala., in which black 
males were infected with syphilis 
Pease aIs see the discussion 
in PHOENIX JOURNAL # 8, 
AIDS, THE LAST GREAT 
PLAGUE, pages3and35; and& 
HIGHER FORM OF KILLING by 
Harris and Paxmaq and BAD 
BLOOD by Jones, etc.] ’ to track 
the progress of the disease while 
penicillin was not administered. 
(One in 40 adults in Africa is in- 
fected with the HlV virus, and 30 

Globe& Mail, (l-oronto, &uula) know-who” pulled the trigger 
8th July 1992: We may not have more than with the fatal bullet-point 

Discontent in Russia has 42 1 readers of our information- blank-lessthan6inchesaway!] 
spawned new Communistparties 
heavy on nationalism and anti- 
Semitism., according to the Miami 
Herald and Britain’s Spectator 
magazines. Notable quotes: “It is 
the Jewish bankers from Wall 
Street that will end up owning our 
land” Gfiom the All Union Commu- 
nistparly of Bolsheviks) and “The 
latest historiazl evidence proves 
Hitler and the whole of his Polit- 
buro to have been Jewish” Cfrom 
the newspaper Russian Cause). 

wwe only have 421 readers, I 
ahso suspect THIS Uinfon didn’t 
come &om Hard-on.] 

but, somehow we have managed 
to get every detail of these infor- 
mation-bits to you long, long ago! 
So be it! [Please see the discus- 
sion of the “Stern Gang “in JOUR- 
NAL #21, page 227.1 

Quote: 
Associated Press. 

JERUSALEM, Globe & Mail, 
Toronto, Canada, Sat. July 4, 
1992: 

Mr. Melmanwrote that Mr. 
Shamir recruited to the unit 
former members of the Stem Gang 
[Check out Rabin and Sharon. ] 
the ruthless Jewish underground 
group he led in the fight against 
Britain for Israel’s independence. 

Prime Minister Yitzhak 
Shamirheadedaspecialhitsquad 
during his 10 years in Israel’s 
Mossad secret service, an Israeli 
newspaper reported yesterday. 

Mr. Shamir and his Stem 
Gang colleagues were recruited, 
in part because they had ua lot of 
experience in murder, assassina- 
tions, planting bombs, threats 
and harassment”, Mr. Melman 
wrote. 

The underground group 
assassinated Lord Moyne, 
Britain’s resident Mideast minis- 
ter [among many others of U.N. 
representation], in 1944, and 
was blamed for the slaying of 
United Nations mediator Count 
Folke Bernadottein 1948, months 
before Israel won independence. 

LSD EXPERIMENTS 

CP: Verne Wilde, administrator 
of Weybum Union Hospital in 

Weybuq Sask, says the facility 
was not involved in a program in 
which more than 5OOpeople were 

givendosesofthepsychedelicdmg 
LSD during experiments in the 
1950s and ’60s. A news report on 
Monday said psychiatrists at 
Saskatoon’s University Hospital 
and WeybumUniongavethedrug 
to people who wlunteered for a 
government-financed research 
project. Peter Boyle, execrd’ve di- 
rectorofthe Souris Valley Regional 
Care Centre in Weybuq formerly 
Saskatc~Hospital,w~rmed 
that the research was conducted 
there. Former study subkcts told 
CBC Television that they were not 
warned ofpossible side effects of 
the drug. 

,mat about the masked sur- 
geons who did abortions without 
any anaesthetics in Yukon Terri- 
tory, as reported on TV recently? 
Hospital denied any “wrongdo- 
ing” of course! Doctors (?) could 
not be traced!! phis information 
f&m a readerABUT, how many 
readersandwritersdoyouthink 

Mr. Shamir’s spokesman, 
Ehud Gol, refused to comment on 
the report in Ge respected daily 
Haaretz. “We never relate to 
anything that has to do with the 
activities in the secret services of 
Israel, even when it comes to the 
Prime Minister,” Mr. Go1 said. 

Isser Harel, who headed 
the Mossad during the time in 
question, also declined to com- 
ment. 

Mr. Shamir, who an- 
nounced he plans to retire after 
his Likud Pw’s defeat in last 
week’s election, has rarely spo- 
ken about his career in the 
Mossad. 

He once said of his work: “I 
changed names, passports and 
identities. In various places, I 
would go armed.” 

The Haaretzreport said Mr. 
Shamir headed the assassina- 
tion unit from 1955 to 1964. The 
unit carried out attacks on per- 
ceived enemies and suspected 
Nazi war criminds, Hcmreb re- 
porterYossi Melman wrote, citing 
unidentified foreign sources. 

In February of 1963, Mr. 
Shamir dispatched a squad on 
two unsuccessful attempts to as- 
sassinate Dr. Hans Kleinwachter, 

END OF QUOTING 
If you still simply can’t believe 

42 1 readers could be “possibly” 
“somewhat” informed, I suggest 
you back up all this information 
from even more resources-try 
any one of the revealing books on 
CIA/ Mossad connections and 
especially BY WAY OF DECEP- 
TION by Victor Ostrovsky. Most 
of these books to which I refer can 
be gotten, I believe, through 
America West for I asked them to 
have reference where you readers 
can obtain such. Try any and all 
of Eustace Mullins’ writings for 
diversification of subject material 
if you need reference. I have no 
comeron information-YOU have 
simply missed it all from ALL 
resources behind the mediablack- 
out and the banning of informa- 

Always do right; this will grati& 
some people and astonish the <est. 

-Mark Twain 
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tion-right down to the truth stop accepting the IOU’sbefore pay more of the cax& of station- and obscenity felony chargesfred 
about your DIVINE SOURCEAND the end of the month, officials ing U.S. troops on THEIR so&” last year against Lou Perlidio, 
INFINITE REALITY which is in the warned....” How about THEIR TROOPS on who calls himself the Great Sa- 
series NOW BEING BANNED POUR SOIL? They ARE AC tan’.... The show, which included 
THROUGH YOUR COURTS OF SURPRISE OFFER BY READPIN Tm U.S., you must nudity, violence, profanity and 
OUR PLEIADES CONNECTION YELTSIN know--don’t you? graphic sex, also featured a 17- 
JOURNALS. I suppose there is year-old girl who undressed be- 
information elsewhere in this pa- Same day, same place: “Sur- NORIEGA hind a sheer screen and per- 
per to indicate how you might still prise Offer by Yeltsin To Trade formed simulated sex acts with 
obtain those. (See page 27.) The Assets for Debt. ‘Bolt from the “Miami: A key witness against her boyfriend, prosecutors said. 
government is now starting to blue’at economic summit.” ManuelNoriegahasrecantedhis ‘Perfidio said yesterday he now 
find a way to ban and confiscate “Munich: In a startling con-- testimony that he passed drug is on a waiting list to get back on 
all oftheTANGLED WEBS series elusion to the Group of Seven payoffs to the ousted Panama- the air. ‘I’ll do basically the same 
of JOURNALS which outlays the summit, BorisYetlsinofferedyes- nian ruler, saying prosecutors thing, only better,’ he said. This 
whole CIA and Intelligence corn- terday to swap factories, energy pr essured him into that an- time, I think I’ll card everyone.“’ 
munilyinvolvement right through resources and other properties swer....” Indeed, this is a “key” Now, how about reading 
the Committee of 300 Club of for Russian debt. The Russian witness-noneotherthandelCid!! SATAN’S DRUMMERS, a PHOE- 
Kome. By the way, what do you President said that he was ‘satis- This SHOULD blow the entire set- NIX JOURNAL! 
REALLY THINK is wrong with the fied with the results of our con- up. But it won’t-arailroad job is 
Pope? There are dozens of books versations’ and optimistic that always subject to lengthy time FRUSTRATION, PAIN AND 
to give you confirmation of my negotiations later this year on schedule delays. AGONY 
writings-why do you denounce debt deferral would be success- “OH WOE IS WE” 
me when you are not willing to see ful.” ASSET SEIZURE-HOW 
Truth? This is THE most deadly game WOULD YOU FEEL? Why am I doing this “advertis- 

I also received a “cu te” slam- in town! ing”? Because apparently with 
really, it was aimed at a’brother” “JudgeFmezesAssetsofSheik only 42 1 readers-someone is 
who had simply efforted to SHUTTLE LANDING Tied to BCCI: A federal judge missing alot of pretty good obser- 
“share’ information: Dear Corn- yesterday froze the U.S. assets of vationsandinformation. MyMIS- 
mander & Mother Hitler: “Rain in the California desert aformer SaudiArabian banker.... SION is to bring the WORD unto 

Aj?erreadingsuchfabulous forced the Columbia to spend an Federal Reserve Board disclosed your people. If you don’t know 
articles on Rollerblades, Santa extra day in space yesterday, it is also seeking to fine him $170 WHAT HAS GONE WRONG, how 
Clause and puppets, I LUCZ~~ to stretching NASA’s longest shuttle million.. . . . He was indicted by a‘ can you change it? Further, ifour 
know what you think of other life- flight to a full two weeks.” Manhattan grand jury....” books are banned and confis- 
sustaining/ threatening pnxlucts Funny thing about that-there How quaint a set of regula- cated, burned and buried-AND 
like Corn Flakes, Frisbees, Puppy wasnotenoughrainat Lancaster, tions and kidnap/confiscation YOU DIDNT EVEN KNOW THAT 
dogs, skateboards, and Monday Palmdale, or Edwards to wet a laws you have. How fortunate for THEREmSUCHJOURNAL 
N&ht Football o&WC? [H: Now I patio! Whoisfbolingwho? Enough ones such as Clifford Clark, THEN WHAT AM IT0 DO? Ifyour, 
ask you readers-who is the activity was established in Los George Bush and twigs, Saddam, own brothers, sisters, siblings and 
cleverest one of all-” mirror, Angeles-byman-madedevices- and dozens of other BCCI par- parents will NOT HEAR, how am 
mirror on the wall”? This is all to precipitate ability to not land at ticipants that you can latch onto I to get you information if1 DONT 
in reference to the u Phoenirc Edwards. Edwards is, forallprac- a scapegoat and break every law TELLYOU WHAT IS AVAILABLE? 
B&YbOWDtn.] ticalpurposes,undersiege. Laugh ofyour land to hide the crQninals By the way-there aren’t 

today-and check it out tomor- in point. I can only suggest you ee Uemphasis keys such 
MISCELLANEOUS row!! Try again today to respond read the JOURNALS if you want as ‘bold”’ to serve my purposes 

to yesterday’s question: ‘What is the information-IN FULL. [Please . to get your attention! I doubt it 
San Francisco Chronicle IN Bush doing in Southern Califor- seethe BCCIdiscussioninJOUR- opill “drive me nuW but I do 

JUST ONE DAY-July 9, 1992: nia?” Going to a ballgame? Try && #36, pages 66-75.1 5d the adversary just a tad 
‘U.S. Withholds Funds- again!! idtdbg. 

State Doubles IOU’s.. .The state SATAN ON THE AIR If my own publisher pushes 
(Calif) will mail out more than JAPAN other books on his listing and 
$300 million in IOU’s today to GOD of Divine Light is barred forgets to utilize heavy distribu- 
doctors and hospitals that care “Perot sides with Japan re- from the airwaves BUT: Arizona tioninformationscattering-how 
for the poor because the federal garclingSovietheldislands....blah, Dailystar,(July8th(about), 1992): am you going to hear?? Who will 
government has refused to pay its blah, blah.” But, note that Boris “Great Satan, prosecutors tell you what isavailable? We are 
share of Medi-Cal costs until a Yeltsin, in Munich, said he was rtrilts a deal” “rhe former host not allowed to run ads in almost 
budget is in place. going for an “official visit to Tokyo of ‘The Great Satan at Large’cable everythinven SpotEightwhom 

“The decision to hold back its in September”. Another portion television program pleaded guilty 
usual 50 percent share of Medi- of the article states regarding yesterday to contributing to the Law Of Scienlijii Progress: 

Calpaymentsdoublestheamount Perot: “In the interview with the delinquency of a 17-year-old girl The advance of science can be 

of registered warrants the state monthlymagazineBungeiSFturt&, who stripped on the show. measured by the rate at which 

has to issue. The bcre!ase may Perot also reiterated his position “Ine.xchangefortheplea,pros- exceptions to previously held laws 

mean that Califarpiabankswill that Japan and Germany should ecutors dropped six exploitation accumuzate. 
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I honor constantly. And how 
about the turndown of America 
West as a distibutor of GEORGE 
BUSH THE UNAUTHORIZED 
BIOGRAPHY because America 
West publishes the Phoenix ma- 
terial. Why? Because we are 
*anti-Semites” and other things 
equally as false and ridiculous. I 
am a &m&who are you? 

PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION 

l%e Omnge County Register, 
(Calif), Sat., March 31, 1990: 
‘WashingQx+I.eadingmembers 
of Congress said Friday that the 
nation should adopt a simpler, 
more secure method of identi- 
fying citizens and legal aliens..... 
This would be in the form of a 
National Identity Card.” By the 
way, this would only be utilized 
tlptil other means of identifica- 
tion can be introduced-perhaps 
in the form ofinvisible “bar codes” 
or, or, or.. . [Please see the discus- 
sion on bar codes for citizenry ID 
in JOURNAL #30, page 126.1 

MILITARY CQNVOYS AND 
AMMO SHIPPING 

NE WS-CAHTAL & DEMO- 

CRAT, McAlester, Texas, June 16 
& 17th, 1992: “...a total of over 
6,5OOTONSofa..mmunition, most 
of it for howitzers and machine 
guns, is being transferred to AAP 
from the Pueblo Depot, near 
Pueblo, &lo., as the Department 
of Defense begins its closing of the 
Colorado facility.” w: And ifyou 
beIievethatfacility iscIosiug- 
you are in serious trouble!] 

Now, for just a smattering of 
excerpts from these articles: 
(l.. .will employ at least 11 con- 
voys and will incorporate the ser- 
vices of more than 375 soldiers 
from active duty, Reserve and 
National Guard units based in 16 
states. 

“rhe Army has designated the 
transfer of munitions from Pueblo 
to McAlester and from WmatilIa 
Depot in Oregon to California’s 
Sims Army Depot. . . . The trans- 
fer will provide valuable hands- 
on training to Army Reservists 
and National Guardsmen who 
specialize in transportation and 

ordinancehandlingoperations.... 
McAles~er’s depot operations will 
be expanded and continued.... 

An Interesting Day 
105 millimeter artillev rounds 
and 50 caliber machine gun . .-. _. -Of Odds And Ends 
ammunition will be stored in 2 1 
of the plant’s magazines... . The 
convoys will travel to Wichita, 7/15/92 w2 HATONN 
then to the outskirts of Tulsa 
before swinging south on High- EARTHOUAKE NEWS 
way 75. The convoys will pass 
both Okmulgee and Henryetta This has been a most interest- 
before reachingthe Indian Nation ing day, has it not? Especial& for 
Turnpike for its final leg to AAP.... ones around this area. There are 
Another group of Reservists now all sorts of the most absurd tales 
activated and assigned to the coming back from all directions 
plant.. .will unload.. .under the from sand in the fuel for planes at 
SupeIvision ofour swing shift &or- Edwards Air Force Base requir- 
age personnel and surveillance ing dumping, cleaning and 
inspectors. The Resetists are refueling(ofcoursethefunnything 
beinghoused in AAPfacilities and is that no-one even knew about 
have access to the plant’s recre- the fuel situation at Edward- 
ational facilities. An active duty otherresourceswere named from 
transportation unit from Fort the Hayward Fault areato Bakers- 
Leonard Wood, MO. will be as- field). Sand in the fuel lines from 
signed to the plant to assist. . . . the “earthquake” we are told! So 
Operation “Golden Cargo” is a be it. 
joint Army Forces Command- 
Army Materiel Command op- PHOTON BELT 
eration under the direction of 
the Sixth U.S. Army’s 319th But, the one that has me more 
iI‘ranasportation Brigade head- greatly puzzled is that we have 
quartered in 0-d. Calif.. . .” now had a whole flurry of phone 
Gosh, I do hope “THE FORCE” is calls from radio stations inquir- 
with you! ingabout “Hatonn’s Photon Belt”! 

Well, so much for Blather We are told that George Green 
Bold-key Hard-on. I wonder (who ones thought to be Hatonn 
how many of you will ask GOD at any rate because “George al- 
to walk with you?? Time ways intimated as much”) to 
marches ON-AND ON-AND “George Green told us it was an 
ON, ah but, for how long? Per- exclusive pronouncement” and 
haps the expected and long-over- ‘Hatonn said it would come off 
due earthquake incidents are right on time.” 
planned as a helpful gesture by Irepeat my constant 0utIay: 
your Elite politicians to rearrange It is NOT Hatouu’s Photon any- 
your furniture for more casual thing. Ail information I have 
experience. I certainly hope so for given you regarding any pho- 
I would hate to cause you undue ton happening in July, 1992 
trauma in your daily mind-set was THAT IT WOULD BE MAN- 
routines. Doom and gloom? Will CAUSED. THE PASSAGE 
refusing to see and hear reduce- THROUGH THE NATURAL OR 
or increa-oom and gloom? GENUINE “PHOTON BELT” 
See, it IS, after all, in the perspec- CYCLE IS DUE SOMETIME 
tive and perception, is it not? EARLY IN THE NEW CENTURY 

AND WILL RESULT IN SOME 
2000 YEARS OF LIGHT! 

Since a politician never 
believes what he says, he AMERICA WEST PUBLISHERS 

is surprised when others 
believe him. 

George Green is NOT me and 

- Charles de Gaulle 
I have one arrangement with 
G reens and America West-to 

publish as a publisher, our writ- 
ten JOURNALS. Hecan promote 
the JOURNALS anyway in which 
he promotes any other books, I 
suppose, for he, too, has free-will 
and is a knowledgeable business 
person having experienced his 
own encounters with alien craft 
and has been involved witbin the 
higher workings of the “Elite” 
society, UFOlogists of “every 
kind”, Intelligence Services and 
thus and so. 

I am now somehow being 
blackmailed in amost subtle way 
about Sananda’swritings and am 
told that Greens are heavilypush- 
ing them and “...lately they are 
seeming to be totally self-serving 
to the writer personally”. I know 
the games goingon-do you sup- 
pose the “players” know?? 

I am not in competition with 
“other channels”, “other writ- 
ers” and/or anyone. Can you not 
sort Truth from fiction from the 
tales of fantasy-land of which I 
am constantly accused of giving 
forth? 

DR. JOIIN COLEMAN 

Now, next question: What does 
this have to do with Dr. Coleman 
who is traveling with George at 
this very minute? I suppose YOU 
will have to answer that for I have 
no right to publish such informa- 
tion. I have a most tedious letter 
which states the problem most 
succinctly: The writer asks, “How 
can you push something which is 
so bigoted and obviously from a 
bigoted fanatic.” This is to 
America West so I have no input 
other than to say that I am NOT 
Dr. Coleman. I pushed the book 
because it is the best and most 
current volume on the Commit- 
tee of 300 (Club of Rome, as most 
often referred to). I have told you 
that ALL of the information has 
been published but this is the 
best “central” resource available. 
AmericaWest published the docu- 



ment as agreed to with Dr. 
Coleman and our editors read 
and corrected typographical er- 
rors and structured for printing. 
This person -objects to Drl 
Coleman’s damnation of homo- 
sexuals “who are respected by 
political and religious consexva- 
tives all across the United States.” 
Well, I have nothing but compas- 
sion for a person who feels love for 
another of same sex. I do, how- 
ever, insist that you must realize 
it is “homosexual behavior” and 
“activities” which cause the 
trouble and those behaviors are 
no more sanctioned than is any 
misuse and abused breaking of 
God’s Laws as given. If you con- 
fuse the two, you err. Ont. is a 
physical act of choice-the other 
is an emotional response to soul. 

The other objections are re- 
garding his negation of Freema- 
sonry. Well, here you have me, 
too! I do not speak of the “John 
Doe” Masonic club participant 
but the origin of Freemasonry 
was as evil as it came and the 
ones at the TOP know exactly 
what they are doing. If you don’t 
think it is a rather interesting 
“secret” club-be honest- have 
yourclcsestmember-personre- 
fIect on the wordiug and se&et 
sayings and projections of the 
secret ritu& and sweariugs. I 
cfue not if you wish to play in 
that game, but do so with youx 
eyes open and not in dream- 
land. 

Also we are pounded, espe- 
cially John Coleman, about heavy 
rock music, etc. You claim that 
you “are fine” and you “liked 
that kindof music”. Are you? Are 
your children? Is everything OK 
in your nation? Your world? So 
be it. Most of the writers are now 
objecting on the basis of a semi- 
nar advertisement given regard- 

by George Green in Palo Alto also 
to be attended by Dr. Coleman as 
speaker. Also, ‘-the LBERA- 
ToRcopy given out seemed inter- 
esting but if it is as bigoted we 
want nothing to do with the mate- 
rial.” Oh? You would judge some 
sixty volumes by one advertise- 
ment? 

AN ADVERTISEMENT IN 
POOR TASTE 

There is one item to put your 
mind at rest, however; as I am as 
upset over THAT advertisement 
as any I have ever seen regarding 
our participation. fin the ad I 
could find nothing of reference to 
the JOURNALS. I agree with the 
majority of ones receiving those 
ads-Iwishtobenopartofsame. 
Salu! 

Trouble in the “ranks”? No, 
for there are NO ranks. Would 
you give up all research of one 
thing Dell Books publishes be- 
cause they also publish someone 
else’s writings? Do you discount 
Bill Cooper because you have 
heard of Wendelle Stevens? I 
suggest if you are in a quandary 
about which way to turn and you 
can’t adjust in balance to Dr. 
Coleman’s work according to 
GeorgeGreenandAmericaWest- 
thensearchalittlefurtherthrough 
the PHOENIX JOURNALS. And 
to you who sent u DmDmTA”: 
Thank you for I, too, recited it in 
our first JOURNALS and if ones 
would take this counsel of the 
wisdom of the years there would 
be no need for this information 
being brought to your attention. 
Blessings rest upon you for the 
sharing. 

AS TO DISCOUNTING 

It has further come to my at- 
tention that an investigator got in 
touch with John Coleman and he 
denounced both America West 
and called Hatonn: Satan incar- 
nate. It seems a bit ungracious to 
so bite the hand which fed and 
clothed and provided for the need 
of self and family for lo, these 
many, many months. Evil incar- 
nate? Why will these accusers do 
so in anonymity and refuse, then, 
to even speak with the targeted 
one in point? 

I can offer you readers nothing 
more than the admonition to 
READ and then discern WHO 
might be spreading 
disinformation. If you find ones 
who speak kindly and with flat- 
tery to your face and then de- 
nounce and iniure fmm behind. 

then it is not of my task to attend 
them. 

If your searching is beyond 
the physical and into the spiri- 
tual-1 suggest you have insight 
into the PLEIADES CONNECTION 
SERIES OF JOURNALS AS WELL 
AS THE JOURNAL CALLED THE 
RAINBOW MASTERS. ‘God will 
be where you axe-and the books 
are filled to overflow WITH WHAT 
TO DO andA WAY THROUGH, as 
so succinctly stated by one 
searcher. I can only “offer” but I 
would petition you to look further 
within the writings before you 
cast them aside forjust perchance 
they are most valuable indeed! 

I, too, would like things in 
perfection without changing any 
perceptions or entrained ideas 
a bit of blood to absolve me of all 
responsibility for errors done- 
but alas, beloved ones, there is no 
magic cure and no journey into 
Truth and Light without ventur- 
ing into knowledge through open 
minded consideration of possi- 
bilities. Most especially you ones 
who “lead” others-1 do not be- 
lieve you want a closed-minded 
negation of information on your 
conscience when, as you look 
about you, there is ample “sign- 
ing” that the time is at hand for 
great and wondrous changes and 
evolvement. What loss have ye if 
ye look? 

Qge 19 . 
‘1 ,‘. 

SOME UNDERSTANDING, 
PLEASE 

I.‘ 

Could YOU repeat in total ac- 
curacy some 75 to 80 books?’ 
How about 300 newspapers in 
weekly editions? Please be a bit 
more kind tosRorge Green for he 
is doing that which he can to 
bring you a bit of insight; Could 
it be that he hasbeen badlyUSED 
by ones whom he trusted and 
served in all possible ways to ease 
physical problems? Can you not 
read a book for the VALUE OF 
THE INFORMATION and put aside. 
personal perceptions?? Truth is 
Truth is Truth and will stand on 
its own into infinity-can you not 
be discerning enough to weed the 
thistles from the grain? Do you 
JUDGE GOD by what Rev. Jesse 
Jackson says about HIM? How 
about Robert Schuller? How 
aboutRamtha? HowaboutHenry 
Kissinger? Maybe you like Steven 
King’sversionoflife on the Lighted 
side? GODBTRUTH AND LIGHT, 
STUDENTS OF LIFE-AND WILL 
STAND THE TEST OF INFINITY 
FOR THE ONLY FEEI’ OF CLAY 
ARE THOSE REFLECTED IN 
YOUR MIRROR PROJECTION! I 
am in hopes that you ones will 
reflect on these thoughts most 
carefully before tossing them into 
the garbage forperhapsyou throw 
away THE PEARL OF GREAT 
WISDOM. 

More On The Sumarians 
And Hebrews 

7/ 15/92 #2 HATONN research ability. We honor pri- 
vacysoweshallnotprintitherein. 

THE SUMARIANS QUOTING: 
A LOST CIVILIZATION The New Testament, the 

FOUND account .of the Life of Christ, His 
(Continued) teachings and the foundation of 

His Ecclesia superseded all that 
Dharma, let us add herein the was previously recorded. 

“Supplement” sent by our shar- The Old Testament was 
ing friend on the subject and compiled by the leaders of the 
history of the Sumaxians. I be- Hebrew tribe and begun a few 
lieve that this friend and Nora centuries before Christ’s appear- 
would form a great bond in corn- ante as accepted. It was gradu- 
mon interest and friendship ally added to and built up. When 
please share contact information the Hebrews overcame the 
for thev both have excellence in Sumarianr and discovered the 
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amazing civilhtion and the 
religion of the Sumarians they 
rewrote their OldTestament to 
conformtotheSumarianreli- 
gion attributing all rewelation 
contained therein to them- 
seavesashavingbeen~to 
them. ActuaIly they substi- 
tuted themselves in place of 
the Sumarians. How0ver, it 
was necessary to rearrange the 
events of their own short his- 
torytoconfimntothatofthe 
sumdams. Insodoingdiscrep- 
ancies and vague language ap- 
peaxs in the Old Testament. 

In the course of time as 
their history developed more 
books were added and the order 
of the books was changed. The 
story of Exodus was placed sec- 
ond after Genesis and was a com- 
plete fabrication. The purpose of 
the book was the building up of 
the Hebrew pride in their own 
race. The Hebrews recognized 
the superiority of the Sumarians 
and other races. The w b 
OLWVO& this df@mmce! be- 
ttm?en-~and- 
wastvc&intdbctcontact 
withthe--. 

The Hebrew history did 
include their sojourn in Egypt 
which had been evidence of the 
charity of the Pharaoh who per- 
mitted them a refuge in Egypt. 
Their stay in Egypt was marked 
by a growing discontent of the 
native Egyptians because of the 
obnoxious and arrogant behavior 
of the Hebrew people. Finally 
Pharaoh expelled them from his 
kingdom. When Moses led the 
people out of Egypt it was an 
exodus demanded by the Egyp- 
tians. They left Egypt with stolen 
property--jewels and fme rai- 
ment. In the account they give in 
their book Exodus they boast of 
their theft as one recommended 
byGodHimselfbecausetheywere 
of mankind His chosen people. 
Pharaoh did pursue the Hebrews 
after they left Egypt in order to 
recover the jewels and rare rai- 
memt they had stolen. These 
Pharaoh recovered and returned 
to Egypt. 

The author, Jacob Elon 
Connor, of CHRIST WAS NOT A 

tomb of this Pharaoh with his 
mummified body reposing 
therein. No publicity was given 
this event that is not known to the 
world. 

ManybooksoftheOldTes- 
tament with their beautiful max- 
ims were taken in their entirety 
from the Sumarian religiouswrit- 
ings. The history of the Hebrew 
religion subsequently included in 
the Bible as we know it today was 
made part of the Christian Bible 
solely because of the beauty of 
these Sumarian writings such as 
the book of Ecclesiasticus and 
especially the Psalms, all 
Sumarian, and most of all be- 
cause of the Prophecies concem- 
ing Christ’s coming or, as the 
Hebrew religion called it, the com- 
ing of the Messiah, which they 
still expect as a future event for 
them. 

The history of Ckistian- 
ity then had its beginning in 
the lost civilization of the 
Sumarians and their origin of 
ChrMiapity is now brought to 
lightbyGodHi.mselfatthis 
critical point in time to expose 
the dupkity of the so+aBed 
lSelf-sQded”JeWiZJh+ace~hich 
isnota%ace”)whohavefoisted 
on the people of the world sev- 
eral major deceptions- 
hoaxe+togaintheirconsum- 
ing ambition to rule the world 
andmakeallnationssubjectto 

His birth to make His descent 
&om David an absolute fact to 
establishthatHewasofthe 
“Jewish”race. HisMotherMary 
wasofSumarianoriginand 
could not have been “Je&sh”. 
The Evangelist writers gave a 
BneageforIUarythatispre- 
sumedsincetherewasnorecord 
to &tax&Me it. 

The Council of Nicea sepa- 
rated the books of the Bible, dis- 
carding books that were obvi-. 
ously false. They retained all the 
books that were considered genu- 
ine including all books contain- 
ingthe propheciesofChrist’scom- 
ing. The Council of Nicea had 
accepted the authenticity of the 
“Jewish” Old Testament. False 
statements could have been made 
part of these prophecies. These 
prophecies can now be mad in 
their original context in the 
Sumarian writings. 

Why, we ask, does God 
permit such a tremendous con- 
tradiction of the truth to become 
successful for two thousand 
years? We cannot answer this 
question except to say that God is 
infinite in His Wisdom. His deci- 
sions to allow evident lies and evil 
conditions to prevail and grow 
over centuries upon centuries can 
only be understood if we realize 
that time is an element conf!ned 
to planet earth. God surveys the 
whole history of earthly time and 

THEPHOENIXLIBERATOR 

brings all things together into 
good over the whole range of hu- 
man history. 

June 30, 1992 M. O’L: 
Books by L.A. Waddall, A.B. 
PhD; for reference: 

THE MAKERS OFCM- 
LIZATION 
THE BRITISH EDDA 
EGYPTIAN CMLIZA- 
TION-ITS SUMARIAN 
ORIGIN 
PHOENICIAN ORIGIN 
OF THE BRITONS, 
SCOTS AND ANGLO 
SAXONS. 
THE INDO SUMARIAN 
SEALS DECIPHERED 
ARYANORIGINOFTHE 
ALPHABET. 

END OF QUOTING. 
*** 

In view of these texts I want you to 
ponder that which you continu- 
ally thrust upon me for in- 
terpretation: THE DEAD SEA 
SCROLLS which reside with the 
Israelis. I ask you: What do YOU 
think about them and the pos- 
dbwies involved with their 
notbeinganowedtobebrought 
iuto public notice EXCEPT AS 
ALREADY TRANSLATED AND 
WITH NOTHING AGAINST 
WHICH TO EVALUATE AU- 
THENTICITY OF TRANSLA- 
TION. SEEMS A BIT TOO SUS- 
PICIOUS TO ME-BUT WHO 
KNOWS?! 

them. The hoax of the Old 
Testament is the mjor hoax, 
thatchristwasoftheirown 
racewasanother,andnowin 
thiscenturythe extraordinar- 

Sumarian Story Of Our 
Moods Creation 

ilysud hoax of the Hole- 7/ 15/92 #2 HATONN tioned findings of the Apollo Space 
caust in the Second World War Program is another which also 
is another major hoax causing Let us now return to the origi- stands in the way of accepting the 
the c0m-w suppression of nal subject within 7’he Divine coaccretion theory. The Moon’s 
the truth of their centuries of Plan” and at this time I am uti- surface as well as its mineral 
deceit. lizingSitchi&pmjectionsforthey content suggesta’magmaocean’ 

The New Testament has are valid indeed. Please, readers, created by partial melting of the 
also beeJp tampsred with. The get his material for you need this Moon’sinterior. Forthat, asource 
bfrthofchrist pr* in the kind of information as given in of heat great enough to melt the 
mophdm to take pliace in GENESIS REVISITED. I have no magma is called for. Such heat 
Bethlehem was not brought input at this time on other of his can result only from cataclysmic 
about at the time of census of works nor on ALL subject mate- or catastrophic event; in the 
the fad@ of DavhI. lhdd was rial in the book in point. coaccretion scenario no such heat 
not the ancestor of Esu is produced. How then can one 
ImmaaueI (Jesusj through His FINDINGS OF APOLLO explain the magma ocean and 
Mother or by adoption through PROGRAM other evidence on the Moon of a 
Joseph. These are untruths 
idioduced into the account of 

cataclysmic heating? 
In addition to miorlv men- M: Now for vou who pro- JEW, tells of the discovery of the 
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ch& loudly that UHatonn only the matter and thus you have to You can read in the ancient 
uses information already go back to Sumarian cosmogony texts that as the celestial distur- 
known!” Indeed, for we write for the answer regarding that “old bances increased, Tiamat brought 
Ujournals~4en you can go moon”. forth her own “host? with which 
get your confiition. I am The first help it offers modem ‘to do battle” with the celestial 
sent to carry out a mission- science is its assertion that the “brothers” who were encroaching 
not do all your homeworkwhen Moon originated not as a satellite on her: 
able men with integrie and of Earth but of the much larger She has set up 
purpose have done a superb Tiamat. Then-millennia before an Assembly 
job. But how many of you Western civilizatiqn had dis- and is furious 
would KNOW thiswondrous in- covered the swarms of moons with rage.... 
formation if I told you not? I encircling Jupiter, Saturn, Ura- Withal, eleven of 
come in competition with no nus, and Neptune-the this kind she 
one far I have no interest in Sumarians ascribed to Tiamat brought forth.... 
your materhI planet whatso- beyond Mars, whichwouldqualify They thronged 
ever, except as it regards my her as an outer planet; and the and marched at the 
mission which is of spiritual “celestial horde” was acquired side of Tiamat; 
invohrement. But you don’t by her no differently than by the Enraged, they 
know your spiritual status now other outer planets. plot ceaselessly day 
or ever-you have forgotten as When the scientific theories and night. 
a species and civUization what arecomparedwithSumarianco~- They are set for 
you wae and ARE. The mate- mogony, it is found that not only combat, fumingand 
rialisbeingse&forthforGod%~ modem scientists have come raging; 
people so that they might heed around to accepting the same They have as-’ 
the trumpet call. What the ideasfoundintheSumarianbody sembled, prepared 
remainder of you entities do, of knowledge but are even using for conflict. 

“calling in” Nibiru/Marduk to 
putanendto’fiamatandherout- 
of-line consort. In the ensuing 
Celestial Battle, as described ear- 
lier, Tiamat was split in tw0;: 
onehalfwasshawtheothex 

half, at-me b Kingus 
was thrust into a new orbit to 
becometheEaxthanditsMoon. 

Well, good old Kingu was re- 
duced to the status of a mere 
satellite, deprived of orbital mo- 
mentum. The Sumarian obser- 
vation that Nibiru/Mardukmade 
Kingu “shrink” refers to its re- 
duction in “rank” and impor- 
tance-not size. 

The Sumarians asserted that 
Kingu was turned into a 
DUG.GA.Eisintriguing. Itmeans 
“pot of lead”. Apollo discoveries 
suggest that the Sumarian term 
was not just figurative but was 
literally and scientifIcally correct. 

Ah, but there remains much 
unanswered as to your “Moon” 

who wish not my encroach- terminology that mimics the 
ment upon sehTes-tha& you Sumarian texts. 
for not participating.] Just as the latest modem theo- 

The need for a birth of the riesdo, the Sumarian cosmogony 
Moon with the right amount of also describes the scene as that of 
angular momentum and a cata- an early, unstable Solar System 
clysmic, heat-producing event led where planetesimals and emerg- 
to a post-Apollo program hypoth- ing gravitational forces disturb 
esis that has been dubbed the Bg the planetary balance and, some- 
Whu.clc 7’heoy. It developed from times, cause moons to grow dis- 
the suggestion by William proportionately. 
Hartmann, a geochemist at the You have had a scientist, 
Planetary Science Institute in George Wetherill, who updated 
Tucson,Arizona,andhiscolleague hiscakulationsofmulticollisions, 
Donald R. Davis in 1975 that in 1985. The terms used by this 
collisions and impacts played a scientist and those of the 
role in the creation of the Moon Sumarian texts are amazingly 
(“Satellite-sized Planetesimals similara.spresentedintheEnuma 
and Lunar Origin,” Iazris, ~0124). e&h He speaks of “lots of broth- 
According to their calculations, ers and sisters” moving about, 
the rate at which planets were colliding with each other, affect- 
bombarded by small and large ing each other’s orbits and very 
asteroids during the late stages of existence. The ancient text speaks 
the planets’ formation was much of “divine. brothers” who “dis- 
higher than at present; some of turbed”, “troubled”, “surged 
the asteroids were big enough to back and forth” in the heavens in 
deliver a blow that could chip off the very zone where Tiamat was, 
parts of the planet they hit; in near her “belly”. He uses the 
Earth’scase, the blown-off chunk expression “battle royal’ to de- 
became the Moon. scribe the conflict between these 

Well, Hatonn simply requests “brothers and sisters”. The 
that you get the book in point and Sumarian narrative uses the very 
read it for selves for I have no same word-“battle”-to de- 
interest in collision theories, etc. scribe what happened, and re- 
I am only interested in the corded for all time the events of 
Sumarian projection of truth in Genesis as the Celestial Battle. 

Just as modem astronomers such as “why” its crust is so 
am troubled by the dispropor- unusually rich in radioactive ele- 
tionately large size of the Moon, ments such as uranium. There is 
so were the authors of the Enema also evidence of the existence of 
e&h Puttingwonisinthemouths extinct radon. These elements 
of the other planets, they point to decay and become lead at either 
the expanding size and disturb- finalor intermediary stagesofthe 
ing mass of”Kingu” as their chief radioactive-decay process. This 
complaint. product is also utilized in alchemy 

According to this ancient cos- of “gold” by extraterrestrial trav- 
mogony, one of the eleven moons elers. Gold is the metal of choice 
ofTiamat did grow to an unusual for circuitry. It is now obvious 
size because of the ongoing per- that that ‘old Man in the Moon* 
turbalionsandchaoticconditions was a witness to creation of your 
in the newly formed Solar Sys- planet-to”Gene&“. 
tern. How the creation of this 
monstrous moon affected these Astronauts’ Own 
conditions is regrettably not clear 
from the ancient text; the enig- Words 
matic verses, with some of the 
original words subject to different 7115192 W2 HATONN 
readings and translations, seem 
to say that making Kingu “ex- I would like to end this seg- 
alted” resulted in %-raking the ment by reprinting a presenta- 
fire subside”, or “quieting the tion called In theAstmmuts Own 
fre-god” and humbling/van- Words: 
quishing the ‘Power-weapon Feeling changes of”almost 
which is so potent in its sweep”. a spiritual nature” in their views 
This would have something to do of themselves, of other humans, 
with the perceived “pull” of grav- and of the possibility of intelligent 
iiy. life existing beyond Earth have 

It turned out, so the story been reported by almost allthe 
goes, that it was the Q~id of American astronauts. 
Tiamat, her giving Kingu his own Gordon Cooper, who pi- 
orbital “destiny”, that enraged loted Mercury 9 in 1963 and co- 
the other planets to the point of piloted Gemini5in 1965, returned 
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with the belief that “intelligent, 
extraterrestrial life has visited 
Earth in ages past?’ and became 
interested in archaeology. Ed- 
ward G. Gibson, ascientistaboard 
Sky& 3 (1974), said that or- 
biting the Earth for days ‘makes 
you speculate alittle more about 
life existing elsewhere in the uni- 
verse.” 

Especially moved were the 
astronauts of the Apollo missions 
to the Moon. ‘Something hap- 
pens to you out there,” stated 
ApUo 14 astronaut Ed Mitchell. 
Jim Irwin (A@b 1 S)was ‘deeply 
moved...and felt the presence of 
God.” His comrade on the mis- 
sion, Al Worden, speaking on the 
twentieth anniversary of the first 
landing on the Moon on a TV 
program (‘The Other Side of the 
Moor?’ produced by Michael G. 
Lernle) compared the lunar mod- 
ule that was used to land on and 
take off vertically from the moon 
to the spaceship described in 
Ezekiel’s vision. 

“In my mind,” said Al 
Worden, “the universe has to be 
cvclic; in one galaxy there is a 
planet becomingunlivable and in 
another part or a different galaxy 

there is a planet that is perfect for taxy movement has quadrupled 
habitation, and I see some intelli- just last evening and this mom- 
gent being, like us, skipping ing. The word is “coming down” 
around from planet to planet, as from alerted “troops” to antici- 
South Pacific Indians do on is- pate MAJOR happenings within 
lands, to continue the species. I the next 48 hours. 
think that’s what the space pm- 
gram is all about.... I think we NOW FOR “NETWORK” 
may be a combination of crea- ALERT! 
tures that were living here on 
Earth some time in the past, and 11:06 A.M.: I am asking 
had a visitation .by beings from Dhamra to move back up to this 
somewhere else in the universe; location for ongoing update as it 
and those two species getting to- comes in to our attention. We 
gether and having progeny.. . . In need to each and all keep updates 
fact, avery small group of explor- flowing and shared. 
ers could land on a planet and We have “friends” in “high 
create successors to themselves places” who have literally trav- 
who wouldeventually takeup the eled back to Washington with 
pursuit of inhabiting the rest of “highofficials”,fromHemet,Cali- 
the universe.” fomia There is confirmation that 

AndBumAldrin (Apollo I I) SOMETHING BIG is COMING 
expressed the belief that “one of DOWN within days if not hours. 
these days, through telescopes He is staying over in Washington 
that may be in orbit, like the to acquire more inside informa- 
Hubble telescope, or other tech- tion. However, he has required 
nical breakthroughs, we may that his wife and friends gather all 
learn that indeed we are not alone “precious” “stufl” and go inland. 
in this mmelous universe.” In this instance, to friends in 

May I simply leave you now Phoenix, Arizona. 
with these thoughts to ponder. 
Thank you. BIGGESI’ ATTENTION POINT 

salu SO FAR 
The latest word out of “high 

Earthquake Alert Continues places” in. L-A- c.oupled with Las 
Vegas activities is as follows: The 
seismologists, in mass, are Ieav- 

7/16/92 #l HATONN which you withheld that informa- ing the coastal area-they began 
tion? Is this not that which the leaving Monday and the last of 

In the beauty of the morning governments and military have the “authoritycrews” are leaving 
the only reflection of perception is already done to you for lo, these NOW. Cal Tech seismologists 
that which comes from within. Is many decades? have alerted the utility and “nerve 
this a beauteous day or a dreaded I actually have ones joshing center” einergency response 
day? Obviously if you are to be and bantering that “.... if Hatonn places to be prepared for massive 
executedat 10:30A.M.,thenright is warning about this or that, I upheaval before the 20th of the 
now is a bit of a “drag’, it being don’t have to wony about it hap- month and IN NO EXCEPTION 
lo:02 and the desire would be to pening-ha, ha, hal” So be it. OF PREDICTIONS, WITHIN THE 
stop”time”. However, ifyou have But, less than l/2 hour ago a NEXT 20 DAYS. The subject is 
grand and wondrous plans for person called from Yucca Vat- being handled under only “need 
10:30, it is filled with excitement 1~ to WARN that she had just to know” basis and orders are to 
and anticipation with hope that been noad from the %eis- “keep total silence”. The media, 
the time will fly rapidly. mographic cent& that per- press nor public will be informed. 

The same is true of SNarn- sons there are placed on up- From Las Vegas from one who 
ings” which seem only to be foist- graded alert. They were al- actually works within area 51 
ing doom and gloom upon your ready prepared for a 7-8 point (where space-flight-capable “sau- 
beingswhenactivitiesare already quake by ending 17th. IT HAS cers” are often witnessed) comes 
pressing and dreary enough. NOWBEENUPGRADEDTOTHE the word to be on total alert. 
However,ifonewithholds%am- EXPECTATION OF A lo-12 Razor wire is being placed 
ings” as they flow forth from POINT ~DISASTERn. aroundtheperipheryofallmili- 
knowledgeable ones who share- Next, a person called from Las targ b ases-to contain people. 
are you, in a sense, responsible if Vegas to give input that activity in This “informant” said that this 

THE PHOENE LIBERA TOR 

military bases-at least within 
the Western areas. 

SCALAR (PRANA) BEAMS 

ELF (extra low frequency) 
beams are being pulsed into the 
landmassandate beingrecorded 
in massive levels at monitoring 
stations. Neither the people nor 
the earth can sustain without 
“breaking’ under such bombard- 
ment. It is expected that the 
faults will break first. 

Low frequency impact causes 
distress, depression and “I don’t 
give a damn about you” response 
to everything. They give off physi- 
cally disabling side-effects. _ 

SAN FRANCISCO AREA 

The same information is com- 
ing out of San Francisco, chelas. 
The notification system is alerted 
and ones who know the conse- 
quences are departing the city 
and coastal areas. The areas of 
SantaBarbara, San Luis Obispo, 
etc., are battened down and the 
Elite are gone ‘on vacation”. 

LOCATION AND GEOGRAPHY 

Chelas, I can only deal with 
this Western geographic Iocation. 
You should begetting information 
regarding happeningsin scattered 
placements across the nation. It 
is now mandatory that you ones 
act as a network in purely human 
contact. There are ones in all 
locations who are “inside” and 
hear or KNOW facts and unless 
you are willing to share you sim- 
ply will not KNOW as public citi- 
zens. 

If ones wish clearing network- 
ing of cross-filed input-I suggest 
that our people would be happy to 
receive and disperse rumors and/ 
or updates. I don’t know how you 
would wish to do this but surely 
radio stationswho have been gm- 
cious to our presence should be 
notified and this information 
“faxed”. 

George at America West can 
do whatever he sees fit to do in 
this circumstance regarding me- 
diacontacts but in prior instances 
there has onlv been ridicule and, damage occurs to the others from the military Ilights and all mili- same thing is happening on ALL 4 
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fmally, denouncement and clas- WHAT IF IT DOESNT anuasivehatmst You are the kitten up a tree that elicits all-out 
sification as “kooks,‘. HAPF’ENZ mouse-V& are the cats. This effort. Your adversary KNOWS 

Dharma, do not return to the is terrorism &work, chelas, from EXACTLY what he is doing. At 
end of this document. I feel it That possibility is alsovalid in earthquakestoactualexecution- some point the human emotional’ 
needs be taken from the equip- consideration. But, insurance the waiting is devastating to the system shuts down and a zombie 
ment and given into other hands. can only be purchased when it nerves and at some point you will state sets in. You are now in 
Then we can simply begin a new is not needed! Ponder it. Now “do anything” to end thewaiting. “that” state of behavior. The 
program if we sit again to write that “man,, can orchestrate di- AlIthewhileyouare“waitin< “demonstrations,, are orches- 
this day. Thank you. sasters which once could only be you are being bombarded with trated to confuse you even more 

You do what you want to do, donebyMother Nature-youhave fi-equencypulsesthatdepressyou abundantly for they give you the 
chelas, but I am remiss if I share doubled your risk and the price is emotionallyandconfusethoughts perception that someone cares 
not with you. I do not mind a bit far higher to purchase security. !f and “wipe you out’ physically. about something. No, it is but 
of ridicule for the last laugh shall it doesnZ happen on schedule, People are so “good and help- confusion and things are never 
beMINE! Here iswherean”ounce how long do you live like bungie ful” after adisaster. Why, chelas, changed through such disorder. 
ofpreventionequals far more than jumpers? I can’t say for the hope could you not work together in Theorchestrated demonstrations 
a pound of ‘cure’.” For instance, is that you wiIl become fatigued the same manner -BEFORE the only feed the fire of more and 
if you have failed to bolt and with the assaults of preparation disasterwhenyou KNOWat some more disorder. 
“bungie”yourupperchinahutch and when you least expect the point it IS GOING TO HAPPEN? 
to the wall-how expect ye to not blast-it will come. This is the The remarkable thing is that Fuh ‘s Law Of Gravity: - 

lose your precious china when way “mind-control” and’action- people willingly suffer and even Z%e e@rt to catch u fulling, brexzk- 
even a small “shaker” happens? control” works. pexishwillingyandwithoutgriev- able object will produce more 

Is tis not what you have done If you are prepared for the ers if the masses in numbers of destruction than ifthe object had 

year after year after year? You earthquakes then you can turn departed be large enough. It is been allowed to fall in theflrst 

have failed to bind your public your mind to other factors which the single child down a well or a place. 

‘servant< into security and now confront you as a society. 
they have control over you. You 
hide and pretend that meditation FEEDING THE FIRES OF 
and “trust in God” will save you CHAOS 
AND your china goodies. No, but 
latching and tying or banding the Many states and towns are in 
cupboard doors will save the horrendous financial shape. Let 
China or at least it wiII lessen the us again consider California as 
damage. an example. They have not even 

“Oh, but I can’t live that way. formulated a budget because the 
Why would I have things if1 can- prospects are so financially, and 
not use them? you ask. I re- tax-wise, bad. There are no funds 
spond-if you are warned that a and the banks are going to refuse, 
hurricane is likely to strike at very soon, to take IOU’s. What 
3:00 P.M. this afternoon and you happens to, say, a prison system 
can see the storm moving around when there is no funding to PAY 
and a tidal wave rising of some 50 WARDENSAND GUARDS? What 
feet and coming ashore and say happens to the animals at the 
you live on the beachfront, what zoos when there is no one to 
would you do? Would you not attend them? I would guess the 
effort to secure and consider the “National Guard” in blue hel- 
possibility of it passing you by, in mets will look pretty good to you 
aday or so? Well, you ofSouthern as they move in to regain order? I 
California as for instance, live on suppose those “emergency regu- 
a network of faults and YOUR lations” and FEMA rules which 
GEOLOGISTS, SCIENTISTS AND by executive order forces the 
MILITARY ARE ON ALERT BE- guardsbacktoduty-withoutpay 
CAUSE THEY EXPECT A 10 TO (or be shot), will look pretty good 
12 POINT QUAKE ALONG THE toyou? WeZl,thisisthezuqythe 
WEST COAST ANY MOMENT. fihaZ a&s of contmZZed One 
WOULD IT NOT BE GREATER Wo+zd Order works. The on@ 
WISDOM TO CONSIDER POSSI- -is, it&es NoTend. Once 
BILITIES OF IT HAPPENING? At under total mizittzq conf~~l, 
worst, you will have some boxes you hQ# ILO ugly to go back to 
ir! view and some survival gear normal Zge-style. The big boys 
readied. have agotchan. The thg of 

mdmningisathandandthis 
pCUtiCUlarUptperJlOTl 

Tapes & Transcriptions 
In addition to audio tapes of 2/22/92(4); 3/14/92(4); 

meetings with Commander 
Hatonn, THE WORD is now of- 3/21/92(2); 3/28/92(l); 4/4/92(3); 

fering written transcriptions of 4/12/92(2) a talk at local Commu- 
some taped topics. nity Church; 

Donations to cover the costs 
of tapes are $4.00 for one tape, 

4/l 3/92( 1) # “What is a Se&e?“; 

$6.00 for two tapes and $2.50 
4/l 7/92( 1) # “Who Were the First . . 

Der taDe for three or more. The Chnstlans?“; 
&ans&ptions are $3.00 each. 4/25/92(2) * # “The Photon Belt”; 
(Mexico or Canada add. $0.25 4/26/92(3); 
and O&r fore&F CoUn~eS. add 5/1/92(l) *‘L-A. Riots mdme Big- 
$0.50 per tape or transcnption.) 
Postage is included in tape and ger ‘lan”; 
transcription prices. 5/2/92(3); 

Since we are not set up to 5/S/92(2) radio talk show; 
take credit card orders, please 5/9/92(4); 
kti CjGkG ~~eYg~~d~~Oq: 5/l l/92(3) * “Silent Weapons For 

Tehachapi, CA 955i2. Call 8051 Quiet wars”; 
822-4 176 if you have questions. 5/l 3/92(3) meeting with European 

If you desire to automati- visitors over lunch; 
tally receive tapes from future 5/16/92(3); 5/23/92(2); 
meetings, please send at least a 5/30/92(3); “The Di& plan and 
$50 donation from which tape PIaces In Between” tapes I-3; 
costs will be deducted. We will. 
try to notify you as your balance 6’1’92(3); 6’4’92(2); 
reaches zero. 6/6/92(4); 6/13/92(3); 6/21/92(3). 

Special Order tapes are noted 6/27/92( 2); 
below by * and are not automat!- h/28/92(2) radio program, KTKK, 
tally sent Since this matend 1s salt Lake City, UJ-; 

either already in print or will be 
soon. Available written transcrip- 6/30/92(3)* “The Divine Plan and 

tions are noted by #. Places In Between” tapes 4-6; 
The following is a complete 7/4/92(2) radio program, KTKK 

list of meeting dates with the Salt Lake City, UT; 
number of tapes in bold in pmn- 7/12/92(3); 
theses and mentioning ifthe meet- 7/I 8/92(2) radio program, KT~, 

ing has a special focus: Salt Lake City, UT. 
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GRlTZ, cont. from page 1 
means. The reason his new cam- 
paign managers left him is be- 
cause he could see what was 
happening and would not bend 
from that which he perceived the 
right moves to make. If Ross 
Perot were to become president 
under the set of circumstances as 
they were headed, you would end 
up in worse anarchy .and total 
control either way. By stepping 
downhewillnotbe’hamstrung”, 
as Col. Gritz puts it,.. by a system 
out of control and headed off the 
precipice. 

What clues did you get from 
theabove? SEIZETHEMOMENT. 
Ross saw that “he” could not do 
“it”. But, what is done from this 
day will decide your fate as a 
nation politic. If you absolutely 
flood the %ampaignn with de- 

,.ma.nds that Gritz be put forth end 
supported, it COULD be done. 
Even if not, the man would be- 
come “knowr? and later that 
would serve its even better pur- 
pose. The “Elite” are terrified of 
“Bo” Gritzwherein they had done 
enough bribing in subtle ways to 
encumber Perot on “judgement 
day”. With a new thrust AND 
Ross Perot pushing and support- 
ing G&z-yes indeed-you-the- 
people could prevail. 

However, wait-up, and 
consider: Bushwillnotallow 
you to outstrip him except 
through total surpriw aud he 
hasbiggersurpriseslaidinpour 
path for you tq have distrac- 
tion. YouWILLfalltoexecutive 
orderallthewhilehesays%ook 
huw hard I’m trying? Clinton 

bents continue to get reelected 
and most Americans enjoy a good 
rally war now an then-i.e., 
Grenada, Panama, or Iraq. If 
Americans were truly concerned 
about fiscal problems, the Con- 
gress would have reflected these 
views a long time ago. Except for 
a silenced remnant, there are no 
cries for honesty about your 
Problems and no prow of- 
fered that actually address the 
issues. sowhat happenedwith 
Ross Perot? 

The phenomenon of ROSS 
Perot is quite understandable and 
not at all a fluke. It was bound to 
happen. It grows out of the inher- 
ent contradiction of the interven- 
tionist, mixed economy that leads 
people to milk the system, com- 
plain it doesn’t work, and resent 
paying for it. It is pure and simply 
“greed” at work in perfection- 
give an inch and the mile be- 
comes far too short. 

So, what will you-the- 
people do? This man has given 
you opportunity unsurpassed in 
history. What does “he”, how- 
ever, plan to do? Oh, well, he will 
say things such as: “I will keep 
pushing and running and we can 
later ‘clean up the Congress”1 
(Good idea), but a loss is dev- 
astating to the “workers’ who 
have dug in and are now in be- 
trayal in their own perceptions. 
WHAT WILL YOU DO? Are you 
ready to take the next step for 
which you ask God to show the 
way? Are you REALLY? Your 
Elite enemy is not going to “roll 
over dead”-the waywill be noth- 
ing short of nightmare time-but, 

andGoreareCommitteeof300 you have one willing to lead 
selecteesforthepresidencyand you! IT IS UP TO YOU, 

Theyarealsomakingplans “all hands” are repairing as fast 
and alternative plans for han- as possible and several areas are 
dling a full change of co- 6f sealed off. THAT is NOT of your 
the Mssissippi River and the doing, it is to preventlaunchingof 
accompanying disasters. your “space weapons” and 

“disks”. The shuttle “could not 
MILITARY be landed at Edwards on its re- 

turn from its last fiasco.” 
Troops are at ready in the Whydoyou thinkMr. Bush 

outskirts of EVERY LARGE CITY was in Southern California-care 
are totally controllable by the AMERICA. I told you in the in the United States-for RIOT to try another guess than the one 
Elite. Nothing has changed, be@nning of this work that fi CONTROL. The local military you “thought-up” when I asked 
chelas, from the moment we could be done IF you really basesare now mostlyencircledin you before? Do you further care 
began the writing-nly per- want it dondnot, it matters razor wire in preparation for con- to guess who all attended the 
turbations-IF you keep your little for the steam-roller is taining the populace in deten- meetingsinthose strategic places? 
eyes soundly on the ((goal”. moving and plans to flatten tion. 

Ross believes in big gov- everything in its path. PULSE BEAM 
ernment and that, by whipping it Please: SEIZE THE MO- SEISMOLOGISTS BOMBARDMENT 
into shape, he can make it work MENT! Win or lose an Alec- 
better. He iswrong. Themajority tion-you WILL need honor- Oh, there is GREAT DE- The desert and fault sys- 
of Americans actually like gov- able leaders to f’md your my NIAL on the part of seismologists terns have been under total and 
ernment redistribution ofwealth, home! Ponder it. in all facets of “rumors” and constant bombardmentbypulse- 
which includes benefits for the I am asked if “our people” “alerts” as are ACTUALLY COM- beams for weeks and it contin- 
poor and the rich. Social security can receive phone calls and book ING DOWN. They are “under ues. 
is a sacred institution, incum- orders and so forth for Cornman- order” to “not panic the public” 

THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR 

der Gritz? Of courdays, ministrationfixedcrimecircle. 
day or night. These are the He is without fear for he has 
ONLYwayswecansupportthis methisMakex-hehasseenhis 
movement at THIS particular enemy in eff&t to destroy him 
time-THAT and giving voice and “his” nation-HE WILL 
to he&ugofTruth. Unless this NOT BREAK! ‘It is up to you to 
causegetssupportandfundiug SEIZE THE MOMENT AND E 
it cannot see. But, if you MAND THAT PEROT PRESENT 
give unto the cause of God and ARMS AND DUTY UNTO NA- 
righteousness, freedom and TION AND GOD! Your dreams 
swereignty under God-then cancemealiveandsweepacross 
shall GOD give back unto you the lands like a tidal wave of 
the glory and the pearl of great hanor. So be it and may you be 
prize. Gritz WILL clean House ewer at ready lest you miss the 
(and Senate) and ALL the moment whenit comes. 
leeches hanging onto the ad- 

~~Natural~~ Phenomenon Update 

7/18/92 #l HATONN and thus “keep silent regarding 
happenings”. 

NOTHING OF IMPACT AS Do you ones realize that 
PLANNED, IS OFF! The word is the recent quakes in California 
out “from the government” that have all been upgraded in inten- 
it will come forth within the corn- sity by a tenth of a point-that is 
ing days, these great “disasters”. some increase, let me assure you. 

EAST COAST WATER TABLE IN L.A. AREA 

NASA AND FEMA are planning The water table in the L.A. 
contingency plans for handling Basin is down over a hundred 
u.. great tidal-wave disaster”- feet. Water is pouring into and 
right now! through the San Andreas Fault in 

MASSIVE amounts. In the desert 
MISSISSIPPI RIVER areas of Mojave the underground 

facilities are leaking so badly that 
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SURVEILLANCE 
(LIOUEFACTION) 

The entire area is being 
overflown and mapped as to dam- 
age and changes: “rhe ground 
looks like curdled cheese and 
there are ‘rifts’ and/or ‘sinks’ 
which are 20 to 50 ft. in width and 
run for miles in length. The land 
appears to have been molten, or 
liquid, and %urdled’,” go the re- 
ports and pictures. 

FAULT MOVEMENT 

Activity ofthe San Andreas 
“in motion” is reported from one 
end of its continental connection 
to the other. Teachers ARE on 
alert in the schools, paramedics 
are on stand-by, National Guard 
on military alert and the full ex- 
pectation yesterday (Friday) was 
that the fault could not hold past 
48 hours. THE EXPECTED MAG- 
NITUDE: 10 TO 12 POINTS ON 
YOUR SEISMOGRAPHS WITH 
INTENSE AND LENGTHY DURA- 
TION. 

EXPLOSIONS AND LIGHT 
BURSTS 

Both explosions of regular 
interval and duration and ‘light 
bursts”arereportedthefulllength 
of the fault. This is true of the rim 
of the full Ring of Fire. 

MASSIVE MILITARY SHIFTING 

There has been the ongo- 
ing shifting of military equipment 
and personnel and still tanks and 
equipment are seen in every part 
ofyour nation-in full battle paint 
and gear. MX missile-cars are 
seen on railmads throughout your 
country. Activity is almost frantic 
around all military bases and 
Yucca Valley is teeming with ac- 
tivity as is the Las Vegas area of 
Nevada. 

THESE ARE SOLID FACTS 

Chelas, these are facts 
which have been confirmed. I am 
not in the business of doing more 
than reporting to you as ones 
report viewing and network infor- 

mation. You have beenwarned to 
the best of my ability. I have been 
stationed mostly abolie the Mojave 
Desert near here and other Com- 
mand Craft are monitoring from 
other “hot spots”. Remember, 
Plan 2000 has only 7- l/2 years 
for completion so it will not im- 
prove unless YOU MAKE IT IM- 
PROVE! We of the Command will 
NOT interfere or intervene save to 
get a remnant of our people 
through the activities. I, further, 
observe that you are in serious, 
serioustroubk+judgingfmmthe 
ridiculous and insulting treat- 
ment of myselfand speaker on a 
MAJOR radio network on Thurs- 
day night last. 

I will ask that someone 
transcribe the tape for I want to 
present the interview to you for 
your confrontation. It was anight 
when I and my crew were at full- 
alert and yet, an interview had 
been asked and granted. The 
idiots involved were no less than 
nit-wits and insulting, degrading 
baboons (giving insult to the ba- 
boons). The callers, aided and 
abetted by “one of America’s fm- 
est and most popular hosts” 
offered sexual encounters with 
Dhaxma and me, spoke of sexual 
positions and only two callers 
even remotely had any interest 
whatsoever in anything of value 
to you or your societal status. 

Why would I tolerate it and 
continue such an encounter? 
Because I finally caused them 
to allow phone numbers to be 
given wherein “anyone really 
interested in serious contentn 
could CALL for such informa- 
tion. This is the kind of battering 
that George Green gets every time 
he makes appearance or inter- 
views. Yes, I see an awakening 
but, boy, you surely do have to 
DIG to fmd it. 

Bush Biography 
Withdrawal 
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Note that I have given great 
respect and honor to the authors 
and New Fedemlist for the work 
and daring printing of the UNAU- 
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THORIZED BIOGRAPHY of tacted! 
George Bush. In return? When I only desire that YOU SEE 
the printers of the La Rouche the difficulty in gaining change 
paperfoundoutthatGeorgeGreen because you are blocked at all 
wasconnected to the JCZBERATOR turns in the most subtle man- 
they refused to even allow George ners. Knowing what is wrong is 
to carry the book! How often do not enough-you must go some- 
you hear that group speak of where with the knowledge and 
God? I thought not. It IS hard to this is why the blockag-ither 
see it at first, is it not? La Rouche keep you off the track from “do- 
is an Internationalist and even ing” that which will regain foun- 
though hisprtxentationswereon dations or leave you helpless in 
trackregardingmuchin thrust- the hopelessness. Aretherenone, 
at least enough to hurt the Estab- then, of established popularity, 
lished government-there is NO in papers which can serve God 
rebuilding suggested ‘UNDER AND Man? Yes indeed, but they 
GOD WITH LIBERTY AND JUS- are few and far between and it is 
TICE FOR ALL”. Funny thing intended to be exactly that way. 
about the Spotlight, also; no one The point is, however, that Truth 
there will allow even advertising can be gleaned from them al& 
of JOURNALS or LJBERATOR in even your Establishment papers 
any publication. Why might this IFYOU KNOWTHATFORWHICH 
be? Thev have been directly con- TO LOOK! 

More On Photon Belt 
7118192 #l HATONN 

I realize that you ones are 
bombarded by your “channels” 
and ‘soothsayers” as to the Pho- 
ton Belt ‘slipping in on them”. 
Let’s do a bit of “looking within” 
brieflyandseewhythatmightbe. 

Firstly, the action coming 
up right now is MAN MADE and 
not the entry into THE belt of 
light. You must understand that 
you must be the ones who KNOW 
the difference in “natural” hap- 
penings and “man made” sub- 
stitutes. We have given you infor- 
mation to discern andjudge these 
situations. Icannot help it, chelas, 
ifyou have not attained the mate- 
rial and studied your informa- 
tion. I still get myriads of letters 
from ones wanting to “know this” 
and “that”-when it is ALL well 
laid-out in the information we 
have brought. I am barraged with 
“whydon’t you tell us” and “how 
come you didn’t let us know” and 
slvhy don’t you tell us now how 
this or that works?” It is all there 
in the JOURNALS, chelas-ALL 
OF IT. We DID bring it and IT IS 
the WORD and I canEnot force you 
or cause you to either get it or 
accept it. 

ONLY HATONN TALKS OF 
PHOTON BELT? 

Someone has sent a paper 
to us, called the Reaper, June 24, 
1992. it has some interesting 

references and so we shall just 
excerpt some of the documenta- 
tion. The paper in point: Editor: 
R.E. McMaster, Jr., P.O. Box 
84901, Phoenix, AZ 85071. He 
references the u Z%ini Hanun& 
which is a personal projection of 
Mr. McMaster and is very inter- 
esting but I can’t cover it herein 
and it is not my point for refer- 
ence. I would guess that in &I& 
TRIX III you might also find refer- 
ences to the “time in point”-,I-’ 
have not perused it for that con- 
tent. 

TESLA ENERGY 

u . . . . .1992 International 
Tesla Symposium will be held at 
the Sheraton South Hotel in Colo- 
rado Springs July 23-26 [inter- 
esting timing . . . . Moreover, it is 
Tesla who is t!h e father of atl this 
new energy physics [new??] 
which is breaking through now, 
and will be featured in this in- 
credibly energetic time frame. In 
short, the harmonics that are 
occurring in late July/early Au- 
gust are nothing short of incred- 
ible.” 

BLACK OR WHITE 

“Now it gets even weirder. 
The second weekin June, I began 
receiving information in Matrix 
III. Then on June 10 Robert 
Fridenstine called to tell me that 
sources in the U.S., as well as 
scientists in Canada and else- 
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where, said the earth will begin 
passing through a photon belt on 
July 25. This is precisely in the 
‘77iirdHammef time frame! Rob- 
ert (New Horizons Trust) 
Fridenstine stated there could be 
two phases to this, one a black 

ii 
hase and one a light phase, but 
e didn’t know which we would 

go through, either or both, or 
which one first. The black phase, 
itwasthought,couldcauseblack- 
outs on the earth for 3-4 days, a 
total earth eclipse in which light 
wouldbe 180degreesoutofphase. 
There are concerns about social 
disru 
and tit 

tions, peoplegoing berserk, 
e temperature of the earth 

dmppingthmedegreesandmaybe 
8- 10 degrees. On the other hand, 
the light phase of this photon belt 
could increase light intensity 7- 
10 times. Thiswould be sufficient 
to blind anyone who goes into it, 
particularly for an extended pe- 
riod of time. Millions of us could 
be blinded. It could destroy all 

,food, wildlife, and livestock, or at 
least blind them. Welding goggles 
with # 10 lenses would be neces- 
sary, as well as living in a base- 
ment, to survive this thing, what- 
ever it is. 

“Interestingly enough, the 
increase in ultraviolet light inten- 
sity this year is already so great 
that some manufacturers of acryl- 
ics, varnishes and the like which 
are put on boats (which stay in 
the sun) have reduced their war- 
ranty times by 50%. 

“Since Robert’s comments 
literally shed new light on my 
‘Third Hammer” time frame, I 
immediately picked up the phone 
and called my old Christian Chero- 
kee Indian friend in Independence, 
Missouri, whose dreams and vi- 
sionsare uncannily accurate. You 
will recall that I have mentioned 
this gentleman here many times 
before. Historically, over the past 
two or three years, when our in- 
formation dovetails (and we come 
to the same conclusions using 
totally different methodologies) 
nearly every time it has been a 
direct hit. 

To say this old Christian 
Cherokee was glad to hear from 
me would be an understatement. 
He told me that he had had a 
terri&ing dream. It was ‘a one- 
time thing, like anexplosionon the 
earth,notquitelikeavolcano,how- 

like a wave of death, andit would 
btingcancerandotherdiseases. It 
would hit the southern states re- 
ally hard, cent& Oklahoma, Ar- 
kansas. Itwas terr(fying. Itwu- 
etled the U.S. and eveything- 
pamlkl. Ashes and sul@ went 
past and planl life was burned. 
Pve never seen anything like it. It 
hit the earth like huil. It ocmmd 
when it was hot, summertime. It 
was like a wind, an explosion 
rolling black clouds, rvllmg in a 
straight line. 
that time.‘” 

Stay out of the sun at 

PHOTON TORPEDOES? 

‘If the earth is indeed go- 
ing to move into a photon belt on 
July 25, then it could very well 
slice the earth just like this old 
Cherokee describes. Remember 
my earlier comment that when I 
first computed these u Three Ham- 
mers”, because of the incredible 
intensity of so many major tum- 
ing points occurring at the time of 
the ’ T)n’rd Hammer” in late July/ 
early August, I mused whether 
the earth was going to u blow up or 
somethingn. The old Cherokee 
thought the ramifications of this 
event could carry into October/ 
November.” 

(H: Can you take note 
that even the “Anciex# noted 
that the results of THIS hap- 
pening would react into Octo- 
ber/Ncmember--SO,itcouldnot 
be THE Photon Belt entry- 
but, rather, a happening by 
man-caused devices (explo- 
sives, etc.) because the Photon 
Belt imy&s for 2000 years!] 

Robert 
Fridenstine. I togRobert what 
the old Cherokee had said and 
asked if he could amplify, and 
gather more data. Robert stated 
he was told that the black phase 
will occur if the sun goes into the 
PhotonBelt first. Then ’ 

Y? 
t would 

go 180 degrees out of p ase and 
therecouldbeatotaleartheclipse, 
a blackout on earth for 3-4 days. 
however, if&the earth goes into the 
Photon Belt first, the light phase, 
that’s when light intensity could 
increase 7- 10 times. This is why 
the old Cherokee emphasized liv- 
ing in the basement, wearingpro- 
tective lenses, staying out of the 
sun, going blind from the light 
and heat, crops beingdestroyed- 

euer. There went black mlling if the light phase occurs. But he 
clouds that smelled lilce sulj?m it also discussed rolling black 
burnedandblistemdlikehotashes. clouds. A black phase? These 
poison gas aflected every living two men don’t know each other. 
thingontheearth Hehadtoget ‘Next, totally out of the 
inside and stay under cover be- blue, amasseusecalledme toask 
cause it would affed the ozone if I would like to come to a small 
and eveything. ir cxune Z&e a 
stm&ht~ltothemrth, R 

rivate meeting in Montana to 
ear Dr. Lawrence Kennedy 

speak. She has never, ever called 
me before. My antenna went up, 
Dr. Lawrence Kennedy is a fea- 
tured speaker on Crystalase (a 
crystal laser) at the 1992 Intema- 
tional Tesla Symposium, to be 
held in Colorado Springs July 23- 
26,1992. Needlessto say, Iwent. 
Here’s where more of the pieces 
came together. 

STAR TREK 

=Only ten people showed 
up,andIdidntknowanyofthem, 
save the masseuse. Here’s what 
I learned: Apparently, the galaxy 
is moving into a corridor of space 
where it’s never been before. It’s 
like a quantum leap. It’s a time of 
birth pangs, where things be- 
come less materialistic and more 
spiritual.. . . .* etc. But next came 
a good-one and I dont want to 
misstate so let me also print this 
exactly like written: 

“....I was told that a man 
named George Green, who used 
to (and perhaps still does) author 
a publication known as the Phoe- 
nix Journal, has said we could 
have three days of ’ 

7 
t or three 

days of darkness, Ju y 25, based 
upon stellar orbital information. 
Okay, I’m listening.. . .* 
END QUOTE 

Strange how things get 
“changed” in the repeating? In- 
tentionally? Honest error? 
Disinformation? No, just efforts 
to share. George neither authors 
the document in point (though 
this does seem to be the thrust of 
the “enemy”, to make you-the- 
people think so) nor does George 
speak of “3” days. If anything, 
George would repeat something 
like”1 10”hoursand/or”S”days 
because that was the projection 
of the factual Unull-time” of entry 
into the Photon Belt when it actu- 
ally occurs. This will take into 
consideration aday on either side 
of the happening for movement 
into and out of the “null-zone”. 

By the way, you who are 
devoted readers of the BOOK OF 
ENOCH and other volumes such 
as OAHSPE, not to even consider 
the Holy Bible as you call it, all 
refer to this period of time. How is 
it that this has suddenly become 
“Hatonn’s Photon Belt” and we 
aredenounced alongwith’space- 
cadets” as Satanic extraterres- 
trial beings spreading doom, 
gloom and false teachings? I 
repeat what I ask now and have 
forever: WHERE FROM DO YOU 
THINK GOD WILL COME? HOW 
WILL”HE” COME? DO NOTTHE 
HOSTS (MESSENGERS)ALWAYS 
COME FIRST? ARE THEY NOT 
mUTERREST- “Ex- 

THE PHOENIX LIBERA TOR 

traterrestrial” means”thatwhich 
is not terrestrials-all else is 2x- 
traterrestiial. That means, chelas, 
God must be an extraterrestrial. 
Am you sure you do not turn 
away God because you have fol- 
lowed the preachers and deceiv- 
ers into believing that which 
“comes from space” to be of Sa- 
tan? Ponder it-for it may well 
mean the difference in life and 
death unto you. 

Gifted Native Author 
Willy Whitefeather 
7/18/92 Wl HATONN 

I thank my brother who 
has sent acomoiledvolume called 
SEEING CAUSE AND EFFECT 
THRU THE EYE OF THE EAGLE 
FOR PEACE. 

The “great bird” is, of 
course, the Phoenix and is-car- 
ried as the theme throughout the 
volume. I would like permission 
to print this volume in total (no 
changes in ANYTHING by Edi- 
tors) . It is intended to be as 
Grandfather presented thoughts 
and ideas to this speaker. 

I know that you readers 
would greatly enjoy this presen- 
tation and will find our brother- 
hood totally bound one with the 
other in Truth. You will also note, 
when available, that the Earth- 
quakes, etc., as being presented 
now are next to the last entry into 
thevolume-THEPHOTONBELT, 
THE LAST. Does this mean the 
“Ending”? No, it only means the 
beginning-of that which will 
come “after” but the evidence is 
there for your seeing. So be it. 

GREATEST HONOR 

To have my brothers from 
the Ancient “people” realize the 
Truth ofthatwhich1 bring, means 
far more to me than all the riches 
and confirmations of physical 
humansinanystation. Mybroth- 
ers KNOW TRUTH and have NOT 
FORGOTTEN ITALL for they bore 
and bearthe ORALteachingsfmm 
generation to generation through 
those who held to the Truth or 
again awakened to serve in the 
revelations of cycle change. 
Grandfather Whitefeather speaks 
from the memory of the Chero- 
kee, Little Crow fi-om that of the 
Lakota and others speak from 
Hopi-but all speak for Universal 
TruthinKNOWINGandREMEM- 
BERING. Are any greater or lesser 
than another who bears Truth? 
No,forwearebutalltheONEand 
Truth isTruth-told in manyways 
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-Pleiades Connection Series JOURNALS and Audio Books- . 
EFFECTIVEIMMEDIATELYTHE 
FoIlA)WING JOURNALS MAY 
ONLY BE PURCHASED FROM 

Tehachapi Distributing, Inc. 
P. 0. Box 1911, Suite 122 

Tehachapi, CA 93581 
(805) 822-9545 

******* 

(#8) AIDS: THE LAST 
GREAT PLAGUE 

by Sananda, Hatonn, Ashtar, 
Tesia & Russell 
$10.00...150 pp 

ISBN: 0-922356-04-l 

The deceptive origins of this man- 
produced disease are revealed, iilclud- 
ing the link with cattle and sheep vi- 
ruses. The sobering introduction of 
AIDS as a means for population reduc- 
tion by the World Health Organization 
through the Smallpox Vaccination pro- 
gram is exposed, as well as involve- 
ment by the Public Health Service 
through a Hepatitis B study on homo- 
sexual men in New York, Los Angeles, 
and San Francisco. Learn of the unique 
mutating ability of this virus and why 
there is no such thing as “safe sex”. 
Viruses are crystalline structures, and 
therefore, may be destroyed through 
the use of electromagnetic sound and 
light frequencies. The cutting-edge 
research of Strecker, Rife, Priore, 
Russell, Crane, Cathie, and Tesla are 
all explored in this profound and trou- 
bling work. Become informed by the 
story behind the story you are being 
told. 
. 

PLEIADESCONNECTIONSERIES: 

The following series of Journab (or 
audiobook sets) are caiied “The pie- 
iades Connection” series because a 
goodly number of Earth humans are 
from the lineage of ones from PIeia- 
des. 

(#22) PLEIADES CONNECTION 
Vol. I 

by Gyeorgos Ce&s Hatonn 
$10.00...165pp 

ISBN: O-922356-31-9...12/90 
or AudioIbIb(7 tapes) . 

. 

What are the origins of human? What 
is man’s purpose on earth? In this 
compelling and profound JOURNAL 
the direct link with the star system 
Pleiades is given. Covering a vast 
range of topics, a number of important 
issues are explored, including: The 
basic differences between the religious 
beliefs of Christianity and the spiritual 
“Christ” way of life * The advantages 

of Dome housing * Pleiadian cosmo- 
nauts * The “Golden” Age * The 
purpose of planetary cycles * Rules 
governing Pleiadian Contacts * The 
Ancients/Native people and their con- 
nection to Pleiades. 

(#31) GOD SAID: 
LET THERE BE LIGHT 

Pleiades Connection 
Vol. II 

by Hatonn & Germain 
$10.00...223pp 

ISBN: O-922356-42-4.. 4191 
or Audiogb(8 tapes) 

. 

The nature. of God and Creation is 
LIGHT. This JOURNAL offers a 
comprehensive understanding of our 
very nature, where we came from and 
ultimately return to, and how to create 
balance. Among the vast array of 
concepts which are presented: Expan- 
sion and Compression equals life/death 
cycles * The true meaning of sensation, 
consciousness, Cosmic Consciousness, 
u thinking”, Imagination and Inspira- 
tion * Illusion and Reality * How to 
KNOW God * The Voidance Principle 
* Two-Way Universe * Polarity * The 
principle, law and symbol of Love * 
Wave fields * Cubes, Spheres, and 
Spirals in Nature. 

(#32) I AND MY FATHER ARE 
ONE 

Pieiades Connection 
Vol. III 

by Hatonn & Germain 
$10.00...238pp . 

ISBN: O-92235646-7.. .6/91 
or Audiobook (9 tapes) 

$30.00 

Master Germain details the nature of 
God/Creator and how He Creates. The 
various explanations include: the True 
Nature of electricity, gravitation, mag- 
netism * heat and cold * The undivided 
light, the divided light * cubes/spheres 
* centering * the power of Desire * 
simulated idea and energy * duality of 
electric effect * .tbe nature of matter * 
theOneidea(love)ofCn&ion. Ge& 
also explains the misconceptions of 
science about energy and matter * The 
Mother/Father light is defined. 

(#33) MURDER BY ATOtiC 
SUICIDE 

pleiades Connection 
Vol. Iv 

by Germain & .Hatonn 
$lO.oo... 148pp 

ISBN: t&92235647-5.. .7/91 
or Audio&&(5 tapes) 

. 

Germain pr&ent.s the details bf what 
radiating atoms are, why certain atoms 

and minerals are to be left in their 
natural state and the consequences of 
violating Nature’s laws and processes. 
We are warned about the danger and 
seriousness of atomic energy and the 
resulting nuclear contamination to the 
survival of all life on this planet. 

(#34) PHONE HOME, ET 
PIeaides Connection 

Vol. v 
by Hatonn & Germain 

$15.00...19opp 
Includes Two Audio Tapes 
ISBN: O-92235&48-3.. .8/91 

or Audiolbgk(7 tapes) 
. 

Germain stresses the importance of 
communion (meditation) with God and 
gives excelient u how to” instructions to 
accomplish successful communication 
with God. There are two instructive 
audio tapes to assist in relaxation, clear- 
ing your space and relinquishing your 
ego-consciousness to receive inspira- 
tion, knowledge and guidance from 
God. 

(#35) THE SACRED SPIRIT 
WITHIN 

Pleiades Connection 
Vol. VI 

by Hatonn/Aton & Germain 
$10.00.. .239pp 
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verse * God creates one basic form * the 

Light Wave Principle * Desire based 
upon Knowledge * Why Action/I&c- 
tion are equal, opposite and simulta- 
neous * What is Motion? * What is 
Time? * the principles of Manifestation 
* the Voidance principle * Senses vs 
Knowing * Soul-will vs. Ego-will * 
Radiation and Generation * more on 
Cause and Effect * Perfection of God’s 
Law * and the Purpose of Creation. 
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tion. Also: How to Know God * 
Manifestation of Love in Character * 
God’s Purposeful Intent for Man * the 
tragtiy of Modem Science * the Prin- 
ciples of Heat and Cold, water and fire 
* the Seven New Laws of Thermody- 
namics * the Spiral Principle * Nature’s 
sex principle * the Nature of Light * 
Transmutation of matter * Purpose of 
the Cube in Nature * more on Expari- 
sion and Compression. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
No Credit Cards, 

Billing, or COD Orders , 

Shipping charges for individual JOUR- 
NALS are $3.75 1st title for UPS sh,ip- 
ping, $0.75 each additional title; or 
$2.50 Bookrate 1st title, $1.00 each 
additional. 

10% pricediscounton4ormoreJOUR- 
NALS when not ordering complete sets 
(same shipping rates as above). 
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shipped UPS = $78.25 
shipped Bookrate = $81.75 
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&g$ 
shipped UPS = $87.75 
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PLEIADES AUDIO-BOOKS 
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tional title; 6~ $2.50 Bookrate 1 st titli 
$1.00 each additional title. 
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so that each might find “under- 
standing”~nothing greater and 
nothing lesser-JUST THE ONE! 
Whenyouget thevolume in point, 
please note the identical sign of 
the “Phoenix” with only a very 
slight change in the “signature” 
of the picture. The “Phoenix” of 
the cosmic-brothers bears a 
“star” in the “heart? to indicate 
coming from the stars. ‘The 
“Cherokee Phoenix”, for instance, 
bears a banner which reads: Pro- 
tedion In both the Phoenix is 
RISING! Ah, indeed, the “Bird 
Tribes” are present-the Thun- 
der Brothers returned! 

I would please share a last 
thought as we draw this segment 
to a close for this is a thought 
provoking portion-you are at the 
crossroads and choices, sorting 
and purification are coming forth. 
‘A beloved and respected teacher 
of the Lakotas speaks and says, 
yIt’s time Indians tell the world 

what we know...about nature and 
about Godi So Pm going to tell you 
whatIknowan.dwhoIam You 
guys better listen. You got a lot to 
leant n 

And may it be heard! 
Mitakuye oyasin, Aho. 

Hatonn, in great respect 
and reverence unto my brethren, 
The Wisdomkeepers. 
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